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From a modest beginning with the marketing of roll roofing in
1893, the asphalt roofing industry has grown steadily through the
years to the point where today it is overwhelmingly accepted as
the country's leading supplier of roofing products. More than 80
percent of all residential roofing applied in the U.S. is currently
produced by the asphalt roofing industry.
The Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers Association (ARMA) is the
voice of the asphalt roofing industry. Founded in 1915, the Association has an impressive record of member service through
public information programs, research, educational training, code
development and lllany other activities.
This manual has been prepared by ARMA as a part of its commitll1ent to the asphalt roofing industry and is intended to be a reference book of application techniques that have a history of
successful roof perfclrJllance. It does not, however, contain the
only possible methods with which one may obtain satisfactory
roof performance.
The manual is used for a variety of purposes. I ts primary purpose
is to provide practical infornlJtion to those who sell and install
asphalt roofing so tllJt the ultimate purchasers of these products
may obtain maximulll performance for their roofing dollars.
To those engaged in the distribution of asphalt roofing products,
it serves as a dependable reference guide to good roofing practice
in the selection and applicltion of ~lspl1:llt roofing.
To those eng;lged in the installation of the product, it serves as a
text covering tinle-proven principles in the application of both
asphalt shingles and roll roofing.
To those engaged in the teaching of good roofing application
techniques, it serves as an effective educational tool.
While this manual represents the industry's views on reCOlllmended application procedures, individual asphalt roofIng manufacturers may ILlVe specific instructions for specific products.
Therefore, it is important to review all instructions contained on
the product's pacbging before application begillS.
The ;lsphalt roofing products described and illustrated on the fllllowing pages are ;111 shown with English dil1lensiollS. Asphalt strip
shingles, fClr example, are typically 12" wide and 3(," long with a
5" exposure. Metric-sized shingles, which have slightly larger dimellSions, are being used in the United States market as well. In
addition, there arc a number of new shingles with unusual sizes.
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While the general installation procedures for these shingles may
be similar to those for stanlhrd-size shingles, whenever new sizes
of shingles are encountered, manufacturers instructions may vary.
Check the packaging carefully for specific application instructions
or consult the individual manufacturer.
It is also important to note that the Asphalt lz.oofing Manufactur-

ers Association does not test, certify or approve products used in
connection with asphalt roofing systems. The recommendations
contained in this manual reflect application techniques and lllaterials that have been used successfully over many years. If you
are considering the use of application techniques and/ or deck
materials which are not covered in this manual, it is advised that
you consult the appropriate asphalt roofing manufacturer for
proper guidance.
Finally, grateful acknowledgment is made to the members of the
Residential Roofing Committee of the Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers Association, who are responsible for developing the recommendations contained in this manual and keeping them
up-to-date. Their many years of combined roofing experience
and knowledge as well as their extensive assistance and contributions during the preparation of this manual have proven to be invaluable.

Asphalt roofing products are classified under tincT broad groups:
shingles, roll roofing and underbyment.
Shingles and roll roofing arc outer roof coverings, meaning they
arc exposed to the we:lther and are designed to withstand thc c1emcnts. UnelerhYlllcnts arc inner roof coverings which provide
necessary protcction beneath thc exposed roofing materials.
As outer roof coverings, asphalt shingles and roll roofing, organic
or fiberglass bascd, contain threc basic components th:lt provide
the protection/long-term dur:lbility associated with asphalt roofing products. These components are:

A base material made of an organic felt or
fiberglass mat
Serves as the matrix which supports the other components
and gives the product the strength to withstand m:lIlufacturing, handling, imtallation and servicc conditions.

A specially-formulated asphalt coating
Provides the long-term ability to resist weathering and

IT-

main stable under severe service tell1penture extremes.

A surfacing of weather resistant mineral granules
Shields the asph:dt coating agaillSt the sun's rays, adels color to
the product and provides fire resist:lI1cc.

Asphalt shingles are thc most COIllJIlOn roofing material uscd in
the United States today. They arc manufactured as strip shingles,

Shingles

laminated (multi-thickness shingles), imcrlocking shingles and
large individual shingles in a v:Jriety of weights and colors.
Strip shingles arc typically rect:JJlgular, and 111ay have as 111any as
five cutouts along the long di1l1t'llSion. Cutouts separate the
shingle's tabs, which are exposed to the weather, and give the roof
the appearance of being comprised of a larger number of individual units. Strip shingles are also manufactured without cutouts
to produce
the 1l1ost

:J

much diHerent appearance. The three-t:lb shingle is

(0111111011

type of strip shingle.
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Product

Configuration
square
(Ibs.)

Bundles
per
square

Width
(in.)

3-5

11'/214'/,

Length
(in.)

Exposure
(in.)

and wind
ratings

Laminated self-sealing
random tab shingle

1-

Y-i- -n -c\~1

Various edge.
surface texture
and application
treatments

240-360

64-90

36-40

4-6'/8

Class A or C
fire rating.
Many wind
resistant.

4-8

Class A or C
fire rating.
Many wind
resistant.

5-5'/8

(lass A or (
fire rating.
All wind
resistant.

5-5"/e

Class A or C
fire rating.
All wind
resistant

n/a

Class A or (
fire rating.
Many wind
resistant.

Multi-tab self-sealing
square tab strip shingle
Various edge,
surface texture
and application
treatments

240-300

65-80

36-40

3-4

12-17

3-4

1213/,

3-4

1213'/"

36-40

3-4

1822'/"

2022'/2

Multi-tab self-sealing
square tab strip shingle

Three-tab or
four-tab

200-300

48-80

35-40

No-cutout self-sealing
square tab strip shingle

\- - - - - - - - .C-

--~

Various edge
and surface
texture
treatments

200-300

65-81

Individual interlocking shingle
(basic design)

Several design
varratlons
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180-250

72-120
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Product

Appx.
shipping
weight per
roll
(Ibs,)

Appx.
shipping
Squares
weight per
per.pkg.
square
(Ibs.)

75-90

75-90

55-70

110-140

'/2

50-86

40-65

1-2

Width
(in.)

length Selvage
(ft.)
(in.)

Exposure ASTM fire and
(in.)
wind ratings

32.7-38 2-4

32-34

Some
Class C

32.7-36

17

Some
Class C

34-3H,

None

17-34

May be a
component in a
comlete firerated system.
Check with
manufacturer for
details.

34

May be a
component in a
comlete firerated system
Check with
manufacturer for
details.

Mineral surface roll

[J

3639 3/"

h

Mineral surface roll
(double coverage)

3639 3/ 4

19

Smooth surface roll

IT
-.J'

3639 3/ 4

32.7-72 2-4

--.

--~"~--~-.-~~~-------

Non-perforated felt underiayment

24-60

6-30

2-8

36

72-288

2-19

Self-adhered eave and
flashing membrane

35-82
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33-40

1-2'/4

36

36-75

2-6
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Shingles
(continued)

Most of the shingles are available with strips or spots of a Elctoryapplied, self-sealing adhesive which is a thermoplastic material
activated by the heat of the sun after the shingle is on thc roof.
Exposure to the sun's heat bonds each shingle securely to the one
below for greater wind resistance. During the spring, summer and
fall, this self-scaling action usually takes place within ;1 few days of
the illSLJllation. In winter, the sclf-se;lIing action varies depending
upon the geographic location, roof slope and orientation of the
house on the site.
We;lther-resistant mineral granules applied to the top surface of
strip shingles during thc m;1I1uElCturing process make possible the
widest range of colors available in roofIng materials.
The ubs of a scrip shingle may be cut straight or cut offSet to
obtain a straight or staggered butdine respectively. They also ll1ay
be embossed or built up fI-om a numbcr ofbillinates of base ll1ateri;11 to give a three-dimensional effect. Each of these shingle characteristics -

staggered buttlines, embossing and bmination -

can

he combined in v;lrious W;IYS to create textures on the fInished
roof surflCe that resemble tile, wood, or sbte.
Interlod:ing shingles arc also aV;lilable and arc designed to provick
immediJte resistance to strong winds.These shingles come in various shapes and with various types oflocking dcsigllS that provide
a mechanical interlock on the roof.
Large individual shingles ,Ire gellcrally rl~ctangubr or hexagonal in
shape. (Sec Chapter 1U.)
These typical f()rms of strip and interlocking shingles arc illustJ-ated, with specifications, in Table 1 on page 2.

Roll Roofing

As the lLllTle implies, roll roofing is lll:l11Uf:lctured, PJcbged and
shipped in mlls.lt COITICS in a wide Lmge of weights and lllC,ISU1TS
(sce Table 2 ()n page 3). ll...oll rooting products are produced with
t'ithcr

;1

_w/OOlII slirfacc or a JIIillcral

SlIIIII-C,

the LItter of which

cont;lins lllineral gLll1UieS that arc elllbedded in the top side of
the sheet.
Some lllineral-surElCc roll roofings arc 1ll;1lluf!ctured with a granule-h-et' selvage edge that indicates the al1lount each succeeding
course should overlap the preceding course. Others h;lVe laying
lines on the gr;mulc SUrf;ICC to indiCltc lap location. The IllallUElcturer's recollllllendatiollS with respect to the top, side and end
bps should be followed. The amount of overbp determines how
much of the lll;lterial is exposed to the we;lthcr and tlw extent of
"coverage" to the roofsurface; i.e., whether most of the surf:lCe has
a single or a double byer of roll roofing.
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In addition to its use as a roof covering, roll roofing is ,dso illlportlllt as a flashing material. Typical roll roofing products are shown
in Table 2.

These products consist of a dry felt which Imy be impregnated or
coated with an asphalt saturant.They ,ue llsed primarily as underIayment for asphalt shingles, roll roofing ,md other types of roof-

Saturated Felts!
Underlayments

ing materials. These types of felts are also useful as sheathing paper.
Saturated felts arc 111,llluf:1Ctured in a variety of weights for use as
underbynlent or hcclVy-duty underlayment.

Self-adhered eave and flashing membranes arc polymer nlOdified
bituminous sheet 1l1embr:lIles which can be used in pbce ofsaturated fclt underlaYlllents in critied roof areas to resist water leakage due to the backup of water fro11l ice dams, 11lelting snow or
wind. Critical areas where self-adhered underbYlllents arc

C0111-

monly llsed include: along the eaves where there is the possibility

Self-Adhered
Eave and
Flashing
Membranes

of ice clams forming, rake edges, valleys, around skylights and
chimneys, dormers and ill low slope areas. Self-adhered llnderlay1l1ent Ineillbranes ;Ire installed by removing the release liner and
applying the membrane to the structural roof deck.
Self-adhned eave and flashing membranes

CJn

also be usetld in

warll1er clill1ates where;1 simihr backup of water can occur fi·ol1l
an ;lCcumubtion of pine needles, kaves and other debris.
Ifa self-adhered eave :llld flashillg membrane is used, refer to the
application instructions under "Eaves Flashing for Icc I )am Protectioll" on page 43 ,md consult the nunuflCturer for specific application instructions.

The dominant leadership of asphalt roofing products through the
years has not evolved ;IS a matter of challce. It is based on proven
product perfi.lrmance th;lt goes beyond the basic roofing requirement of providing a covering that shields the buildillg's inhabit-

The Advantages
of Asphalt
Products

ants II·llln the weather.
The product char;lcteristics th;lt have earned asphalt roofing its
leading position include :dl of the fClllowing:

Weather resistance
As

;1

result of constant research and testing of the product and

its elpplication, asphalt roofing resists sunlight, IrCelt. cold, water and ice.
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The Advantages
of Asphalt
Products
(continued)

fire resistance
Asphalt roofing products are manufactured to comply with
the American Society for Testing and Materi;lls (ASTM) stanehrds for fire resistance (ASTM E 10K). The importance of
11re-resistant roofs cannot be overemphasized because roofS
are particularly vulnerable to fire fi·om e~tern;ll sources such
as sparks or brands emitted by nearby fire.

Wind resistance
Asph;11t roofing products complying with the Underwriters
Laboratories (UL), ASTM or other wind-resistant standards
have been laboratory tested to withstand winds up to gale
force. The wind-resistant feature, originally developed for use
only ill high wind areas, is now available throughout the U.S.

Economy
Efficient, high-volume production plus relatively low cost of
application result in economies that are difficult for competing roofing materials (0 match. Moderate installed costs COI11bined with long service life give asphalt roofing products ;1
very low annual or life-cycle cost.

Ease of application
Asphalt roofing is considered to be the easiest of all standard
roofing materials to apply.

Adaptability
Because of their flexibility and strength, asphalt roofing products can be applied on a wide variety of roof styles.

Aesthetics
Asphalt roofing is available in many appealing colors, shapes
and dimensional depths that provide bold roof appearances.
The wide range of asphalt roofing products introduced in recent years offer much greater flexibility in choosing colors for
a building's exterior chan is available with most other type of
roofing material.

Style suitability
Asphalt roofing is completely '',It horne" with most architectural styles, whether contemporary, modern or traditional.

low maintenance
Properly chosen and applied, asphalt roofing products require
little or no regular upkeep and are easily repaired if damaged.
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The nJ;llluLlcturc of asphalt roofing bcgillS with the processing of
raw materials into the principal product components, namely, the
asphalt saturallts and coatings and the organic or fiberglass base
materials. These components are then combined during the production process. Other production line operatiollS apply mineral
surfacings, cut, trim and package. The in-process results are constantly monitored and inspected to ellSure the quality of the finished product.

Asphalt is a unique building material which occurs both naturally
and as a by-product of crude oil refining. Uecause the chemical
cOIllPosition of crude oils difTers from source to source, the physical properties of asphalts derived fi:oll1 various crudes also differ.
However, these properties can be tailored by further processing to

Asphalt

fit the <lpplication for which the asph:dt will be used. Softening
point, ductility, tlash point and viscosity-temperature relationship
are only a ft'w of the properties of asphalt that are important in the
fabriCltion of roofing products.
Asphalt intended for roofing must be tailored to perform two
separate fimctiolls. The first is to satur,lte the organic base material.This requires that the asphalt be very fluid at processing temperatures so it can totally impregnate the base material. The
second is to coat the saturated base material and serve as the meclium f(Jr adhering mineral surLlcing to the roofing. In the 1l1,1nUflcture of roofing on a fiberglass base material, the saturation step
is eliminated.
When it ,lrrives fi'om the refinery, asphalt (referred to as "flux") is
soft and sticky. Saturant and coating asphalts are both made fi'Olll
the same flux by an oxidizing process known as "blowing." During this process, air is bubbled through hot flux. Heat and oxygen
cause chemical reactions which change the characteristics of the
asphalt. Catalysts may be used to produce saturants or coatings
v\"hich have slightly ditlcrent properties. The blowing process is
continually monitored and is completed when the desired properties :lre produced. The asphalt 1S then pumped to:l stoL1ge t,111k
prior to delivery to the roofing production line.
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Asphalt
(continued)

Organic and
Fiberglass Bases

As a final step, coating asphalts arc reinforced with a l1lineral stabilizer such as finely grollnd limestone, sbte, flyash, or traprock.
The stabilizer increases the coating asph;dt's resistance to fire and
weathering and adds durability.

For years the tradition;ll reinforcement sheet for asphalt roofing
was a modified paper known as "felt."Thicker and more absorbent
than convelltion;ll paper, felt is composed primarily of cellulose
fibers derived from recycled waste paper and/ or wood fiher.
To manufacture ;1 cellulose or org;lI1ic felt, the various r;l\V materi;lls are first fed into beaters and other types of paper processing
equipment to produce a pulp (a sllspension offibers in w;lter).This
pulp is then formed into the felt which is dried, slit to the desired
width while being wound into "jumbo" rolls measuring approximately 6' in diameter.
Inspectors cOllStantly check the quality of the felt by measuring
such properties as moisture content, weight, tensile strength, tear
resist;lI1ce and absorbency. Keeping these properties within specifiC1tion is vital to the felt's ability to function properly.
The period since the late 1')50's has seen the introduction ofinorganic base materials as an alternate to those made with organic
fibers. Instead of cellulose fibers, inorganic bases consist entirely of
glass fibers of variolls lengths and orient:1tions. Since the late

1<)70's, improved technology h;lS helped establish the fiberglass
lllat as the m;~ior substrate in the marketplace.
The wcight and thickness of a fiberglass lllat is usually Illuch less
than that Of;lIl organic fclt.
The flberglass nnt is typically f()rllled by a wet process that uses
glass filal1lents oriented in a controlled manner to obtain the desired properties of the finished ll1at.
In the wet process, chopped strands are dispersed in water and
fl1rlllecl into a mat. The water is removed by a V;ICUUIll and a
binder is ;lpplied to the mat.The binder is then cured ;lIld the mat
is dried.
Finally, the mat is slit to the desired width while being wound into
jumbo rolls tlJl" conversion to asphalt roofing products.
Quality control is as important to tlberglass mats as it is to organic
felts. Uniform weight and fiber distribution must be checked
continually as must tensile strength and proper tear resistance to
prevent breaks on the production line.
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The

The Illalluflcture of asphalt roofing products is a continuous process perfor11led on a roofing machine tbat begins at one end vvith
a roll of base material and concludes at the other with the finished

Manufacturing
Process

product. This sequence of operations builds the product up in
stages, ,ldding materials along the way and monitoring their applicltion. Figure 1 illustrates the sequence ofeyents.The roofing
nl:lchine compollents and principal steps that comprise the mJnuf;lcturing process include the following:

Dry Looper
To begin the process, a roll of base material is phced on a reel
and unwound onto a dry looper or acculllulator. The looper
acts as a reservoir of base material ,md allows for continuous
operation of the roofing 111'lchine. Because of the JCCUtnulator, it is 110t necessary to shut down the cntire production line
when a new roll of base materi'll is being Jdded to the line.
Conveyor
Mixed colors

.j,.

llIlI]..;.....

Granue storage

Spil
Shingle cuttel

Saturator
If an organic fClt is being run, it must first be saturated with
asphalt. To acco11lplish this, thc felt enters a presaturation
chamber where hot asphalt is sprayed onto one side to drive
out ,lilY moisture that might be trapped in the fibers. The dry
felt then goes into a saturator tank where it is immersed in
hot saturant to impregnate the fibers and fill the voids between them. In some plants, the spray chamber is eliminated
and the felts are i11lpregnated through a series of immersions
in the saturator tank.

Wet Looper
The organic felt leaves the saturator tank with an excess of
saturallt on its surflce and enters a wet looper where the asphalt is drawn into the material as it cools to obtain an even
higher degree of saturatioll.

[Note]
In the manufacture of
fiberglass based shingles,
processing through the
saturator tank and wet
looper is not necessary.
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The
Manufacturing
Process
(continued)

Coater
Next, the telt moves to a coater where a mineral-stabilized
coating asphalt is applied to the top and bottom surfaces simultaneously. The clearallce between the coating rolls regulates the amount of asphalt applied. Most roofing machines
are equipped with automatic scales that keep the product
within weight specifications.
If a fiberglass lllat is being rUIl, the coating asphalt both coats
tbe fibers and fills the voids between them. As a result, fiberglass
mats do not have to pass through the saturator or wet looper.

Mineral Surfacing
After the asphalt coating is applied, both sides of the sheet receive a mineral coating. I f smooth-surface roll roofing is being manufactured, both sides are covered with ulc, mica or
similar rninerals of fine consistency. The sheet passes over a
series of rollers to adhere the fine particles to the asphalt and
to cool the material.
If gr:lIlule surfaced products are being manufactured, the top
surtlce of the sheet is covered with mineral granules of specified color. SJl1d, talc or mica is applied to the back surface. A
series of cooling drums and rollers under controlled pressure
embed tbe granules in the coating asphalt.

Finish or Cooling Looper
At this point, the sheet is accull1ulated on a finish looper.
Here the material is allowed to cool to a point where it can
be cut and packaged.

Shingle Cutter
As sllingles arc being manufactured, the m;lterialmoves fi-olll
the Finish looper onto a shingle cutting machine which cuts
the sheet fi-om the back or smooth side.The shingles are mechanically separated and stacked to form a bundle of the
appropriate weight ;md qu:mtity.They are then moved to packaging equipment where the bundles are wrapped, labeled and
palletized before being stored in the warehouse or shipped.

Roll Roofing Winder
As roll roofing is being manufactured, the l1laterial moves
tl-0111 the finish looper onto a winding mandrel which meathe length of the sheet as it turns. When the proper
length of the roll has been wOLlnd, the sheet is ClIt. The roll

SlllTS

thell has a wrapper applied. It is then removed fi-or1l the mandrel and p;llletized before warehousing or shipping.
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Throughout the manufacturing process, the roofing material is
continually inspected to ensure that the product conforms to
specifIcations. Organic felts arc monitored to determine the quantity of saturant being :lbsorbed, the efficiency of saturation, as well
as thickness, distribution and uniformity of the coating asphalt is
measured. Asphalt fiberglass shingles arc monitored fl)r coating
uniformity, distribution and thickness.Tests are made to determine
whether the lllineral-gr:lI1ule sLlri':lCing is distributed uniflJrlnly

Quality Control

:ll1d properly embedded in the coating. Finally, inspections are
made to confirm weight, count, size, coloring and other chaLlCteristics of the finished product as it leaves the roofint,!; machine.

An important aspect oflTlJintaining the quality of the product that
emerges from the manufacturing line is proper stonge. Whether
at a manuf;lCturing pl:tnt, a distributor's warehouse or a job site,

Storage

cert:lin procedures must be followed to ensure that the finished
product will be in prime condition when applied onto a roof. In
every case, the manufacturer's recommendations for storage
should be observed.
AS:l gellt'r:ll rule, store shingle bundles in a cool, dry place in stacks
not more than 4' high. Ifhigher stacking is necessary me racks or
bins that prevent the weight of the bundles on the upper p:lllets
hom bClring down on the bundles below.
Systematically rotate all stock so that the material that has been
stored the longest will be the first to be moved out (i.c., first in,
first out).
Store roll material upright. If several tiers must be stored on top
of one :lnother, pbce plywood sheets between the tiers to prevent
damage to the ends of the rolls :ll1d to stabilize the stacks.
Arrange stock so that there is ample space for tc)rklifts and other
handling equipment to operate without bumping into and damaging 11l:1terials in the st:lcks.
It is not recollllllended to store asphalt roofing products outdoors
for extended periods of time. Ifit l1lust be done, place the Illate-

rials on a raised platform or pallets so that they arc not in contact
with the ground. In addition, cover the roofing lllaterials with
vented plastic sheets or breathable tarpaulins to protect them fl'om
Llin or snow. Ventilate the protective covering to allow air to circulate. Never store shingles in the hot SUllo
Although :lsphalt Ins been used successfi.dly as a building material
f(w many centuries, modern asphalt roofIng products are the ITsuIts of relatively recent research and development efforts by individual manuflcturers :Iud the industry as a whole.
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Research

Manufacturers maintain their own laboratories and research stafts
to provide expertise and service in areas such as raw materials,
m<muElcturing processes and product performance.
Research involving areas of industry wide interest has been continuously sponsored by ARMA for over 50 years. This work has
been conducted by government and private research organizations as well as rnel1l.ber companies.
Some of the valuable information these research activities have
produced include:
The effects of mineral stabilizers ill coating asphalts.
The interaction of various fibers 011 the f()rmation and properties of roofing felts.
Basic studies of asphalt chemistry to improve the durability of
roofing products.
A rapid method of detecting changes in the crude oil used to
produce asphalt.
Procedures and equipment to rapidly predict the weathering
life of asphalt and the finished roofing products.
The acceptance and established reputation of asphalt roofing
prove how well these individu~d and industry-wide research activities h;lve worked for the ultimate benefit of the end user.

fire Resistance

Any number of sources, including chimney sparks, a brush fire or
airborne bUl'lling brands ejected fi'om a nearby burning building,
can ignite a roof covered with a tlamrnable materiaL Fire resistance, therefore, is an important safety consideration and the reason \vby many local building codes require that roofing materials
COnflJrm to certain standards in this respect.
Asphalt roofing manufacturers voluntarily submit their materials
to independent testing laboratories that test them in accordance
with established standards.The most widely accepted standard for
fire resistance in building materials is ASTM E 1O~ "Standard Test
Methods for Fire Tests of Roof Coverings."
j f the materialmet'ts the standard, the product may carry the testing bbontory's label indicating its class offire resistance in accor-

dance with the named stancbrd. These classes are listed below.
Class A Class B -

severe exposure to fire
moderate exposure to fire

Class C -

light exposure to fire

The material's performance is judged on the basis of three tests
that determine its resistance to intermittent fbme, flame spread
and ignition
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burning brands. To earn the appropriate Class
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A, Class 13 or Class C rating, the roof covering matenalmust not,
at any tillll' during or after each of the tests:
Blow or Ldl off the deck as flaming or glowing brands.
13rc~lk,

slide, crack or warp to expose the roof deck.
Allow the roof deck to fall away as glowing particles.
Allow sustained flaming of the underside of the roof deck.
Most asphalt fiberglass roofing products manufactured in the U.S.
carry ~l Class A rating and most organic roofing products carry the
Class C rating.The label is evidence that the m:lterial will provide
the level of fire resistance for which it is rated. Thus, manu[lCturers usually display the label prominently

Oil

their pacbges to in-

dicate the rating of their product. These standards are backed by
regular visits by independent third-party testing labs to IllallUf;lCturing plants as well as periodic testing of product samples to see
that they continue to meet the fire resistance specifications.

Most manu[lCturers certify asphalt shingles to wind performallce
test standards OIl a continual basis through independent thirdparty testing laboratories. In this standard test, which has been
used f()r many years, shingles are applied to a roof deck according
to the manufacturer's specifications, sealed under controlled conditions and subjected to a continuous wind velocity of GO mph for
two hours. The asphalt shingles are monitored continuously
throughout the test.

Wind Resistance

To pass this test and obtain a wind resistant rating, no single tab
may lift during the entire two hours. Shingles that have passed the
standard wind perf()nn:lllce requirements, such as ASTM D 3161
"Standard Test Method of Wind Resistance for Asphalt Shillgles
(Fan I nduced Method)" or a similar standard, will be identified by
the labels from the testing laboratory with which they cOlllply.
ARMA suggests that users of asphalt shingles rely on the good
wind performance history of asphalt shingles tested to ASTM
]) 31 (, 1 or a similar standard.
In recent years,ARMA has sponsored an extensive wind research
program to investigate a lllore "real world" approach to measuring
the pert()rl1l~lIlcc of asphalt shingles in different cli111:ltic regions
~1rld conditions. The program, conducted at Colorado State University (CSU), utilized ~I Meteorological Wind Tunnel to evaluate
both a small-scale (1 :25) house model and test deck with full scale
asphalt shingles. A full-scale house was utilized to correlate the
wind tunnel work.
AR.MA believes the wind perforll1~lflce program will provide the
necessary scientific data and solutions related to "real world" asph~llt

shingle performance. Other competitive industry groups
have not completed a similar performance assessment program.
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(continued)

The performance of asphalt shingles in high wind areas is of great
importance to the product manufacturers. Asphalt shingles continue to be the product line leading the roofing industry in product performance, test methodology and related research.

Testing
laboratories

A detailed listing of third party independent testing bboratories
can be obtained from the American Society fOJ' Testing aIld Materials or the American Council oflndependent Laboratories, Inc.

Wind Resistance

American Council of Independent laboratories. Inc.
1725 K Street, N. W
Washington, DC 2000(,

Directory of Testing laboratories: STP 33 E-ASTM
1(JO Barr Harbor Drive
West Conshohocken, PA 1942S-29S9
ATTN: Customer Service Department
(610) S32-9S00
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Although not usually recognized as a

ll1;~or

design consideration,

the proper ventilatioll of attic areas is an essential bctor in gaining the maxilllum service life out of the building materials used
in the roof assembly, in addition to improving heating and cooling costs. Overlooking this consideration may result in:

Ventilation and
Moisture Control

Premature failure of the roofing including blistering.
l3uckling of the roofing due to deck movement.
Rotting of wood ll1embers.
Moisture accull1ulation in insl1btion.
lee dam formations in cold climates.

During the winter months, 1110isture control is a major concern.
Heavier insulation and tighter construction techniques help seal
the side walls more effectively against air migration. At the same
tillle, large volumes of occupancy generated water vapor are
pushed [()ward the Illuch drier outside air. This can result in the
blistering of shingles. Vapor retarders will reduce the flow, but not

Ventilation
Effects on
Heating and
Cooling Costs

stop it.
Condensation results when water vapor comes in cont;lct with a
cold surface sLich as the Llnderside of a roof deck. Condensed
water vapor C;ln soak insulation and affect its performance. ft (;111
also Cluse wood to rot, plaster to cr;lCk, and paint to peel. Proper
;lttic ventilation can guide water v;lpor ti'ol11 the ;lttic space befcJre
condellSation can occur and came trouble. lee dams are formed by
the cyclical th;l\ving ofsllow over the warllled portiollS of the roof
and subsequent rdl:eezing at the cold e;lVe. Proper ventibtion can
reduce thc overall tcmperature of the roof deck, millll1lizing the
thawing of snow and ice on the surf:lce of the roof
With proper vcntibtioll, air will circulate fi-eely under the roof
deck alld carry ~lway w;lter vapor befC)I'C it can condense. One of
the best methods is ;l combination of continuous eaves and ridge
vents which together provide a ullift)rm natural draft ventilation
li'om the bottom to the top of the attic space. Louver and vent
openings should not he covered during the winter. Eaves or sofFit
vents should not be blocked by insulation. Structures with bath
and kitchcn vcncs which arc vented directly to the attJe space ITquire additional ventilation to remove excess watn vapor.
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Ventilation
Effects on
Heating and
Cooling Costs
(continued)

During the sunllllt'r months, radiant heat from the sun can ClUse
high roof deck temperatures. Cr;ldually, the entire attic space is
heated, and, in turn, the entire dwelling feels the effect of a hot
roof. This heat buildup can be short-circuited by ventilating the
underside of the roof deck. l~esearch has reinfc)rced the idea that
prolonged exposure to high heat levels will accelerate aging and
shorten the service life oLlsphalt roofing products. Having;1 properly ventilated flow-through air space between the roof deck and
a radiant barrier or layers ofillSulation will offer protection against
heat buildups.
The minimum specifications of one square foot net fiTe ventilating area f()r every 150 ft.' of attic floor space is a good starting
point. It should be pointed out, though, that those specifications
were written well before the concern for energy conservation and
the subsequent trend towards tighter house construction. They
may not be sufficient for every structure. The manufacturers of
ventilating systems and vapor retarders should be consulted for
proper use of their products.

Ventilation Hints
and Practices

[Note

J

Do not vent exhaust air
directly into roof cavity
or attic.

CD

Minimulll net free ventilation area of 1 ft." for each 150 ft.'
of ceiling area is recommended. When vents are located ~lt
eaves or soffits and near the roof's peak or along the ridge for
maximum air flow, free vent area may be reduced (minimull1
1 ft 2 for 300 ft 2 ). Wire screening can reduce ventilation by
half so allow for this during design.

@ Vent exhaust air from kitchens and bathrooms to outdoors
with vent pipes that run through the roof cavity or attic to
roof ventilators.
~ll1d/ or under roof
she:lthing at eaves to insure that ceiling or roof insulation does
not block ventilation paths. For vaulted or cathedral roof construction provide :1 free ventilation path from the cave vent
to the ridge vent, between all rafters, below the shingle decking :lIld above the insulation.

@ Provide for free airflow between fral1ling

Slope

Of all the factors to consider in choosing an asphalt roofing product, one of the most critical is the slope of the roof because it affects the surface drainage of water and tllercby dictates the limits
within which shingles or roll roofing may be used. Free drainage
is essential to the overall performance of all asphalt roof coverings
and can make the difference between ;1 weather-tight roof and
one that leaks.
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Shed Roof

Gable Roof

Mansard Roof

Gambrel Roof

Hip Roof

The slope of a roof is determined by its style. A number of coml1lon styles are illustr;1ted ill Fit'IHe 3.
[n general, asphalt shingles may be used on roof slopes fi·om4" - 21"
per foot using standard applicltion methods. For roofs having a
slope greater th~1Il 21" per foot, special steep slope application
procedures must be followed (see page oS). Asphalt shingles may
be used on slopes II·om 2" per foot to 3.9" per foot if special low
slope application procedures are followed (see page (3).
The minimum slope on which roll roofing may be used depends
on the application method and the type of roll roofing. Roll roofing nl~ly generally be used on roof slopes down to 2" per foot.

Slope
21" .

8" ..

7".

5" .
4" ..
3" .

2" ..

1" ..

=========~~~~I

\-----------12" ------------;" I

D

All styles of shingles
(standard application)

Square· tab strip
shingles (low slope
application)

Roil ro~fing: exposed
nail method (2" per
foot minimum)

•

Roll roofing: concealed
nail method or double
coverage roll roofing
(r per foot minimum)

Dra'NI!lg not 10 <;cilie
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Double coverage roll roofing, which typically provides a top lap
of 19", may be used on slopes down to 1" per fc)ot. In general, roll
roofings should not be used on slopes less than 1" per foot unless

Slope
(continued)

specified by the manufacturer.
Slope limitations for Jsphalt roofing materials are summarized in
Figure 4 on the previous page.

Deck Materials
[Note]
The type, grade,
thickness and installation
of materials used for
decks should conform to
the requirements of
building codes.

The deck should be built with third-party approvJI agency structural rated sbeathing panels or the equivalent thereof of nonveneer structural panels. Historically, asphalt shingles have
performed well over nominal 12" plywood decking. All wood
products must be properly conditioned to be at Illoisture equilibrium. Failure to use properly conditioned deck materials can ITsuIt in deck movement, which will distort or damage the
overlying roofing materials. Distortion or damage of roofing resulting fi'ol11 deck movement is not a manufJcturing defect of the
roofing product. To avoid or reduce the appearance of buckles or
distortions caused by old lumber roof decks, apply a llllllIIllUJ11
layer of Yl" sheathing prior to shingle application.
[ndividual roofing manufacturers mayor may not recommend all
approval agency rated deck materials. Check with the roofing
manufacturer for specific recommendations.

Direct
Application of
Asphalt Shingles
Over Insulation
or Radiant
Barrier Decks

With today's high cost of energy Jnd the emphasis placed on energy conservation, many homeowners, when reroofing, are applying insulation over the existing roof and then applying asph:dt
shingles directly over insulation o[ a radiant barrier.
Asphalt roofing manufacturers recommend against this practice
for the following reasons:

CD

Shingles may be damaged or punctured when nailed to a
nonrigid surface.

CIl

The nail-holding power of shingles applied directly over
insulation may not be adequate, leaving shingles prone to
wind damage.

@ Due to the insulation and radiant barriers preventing heat
dissipation underneath the shingles, heat buildup may accelerate the weathering and reduce the life of the roof.

@ Fire md wind ratings on asphalt shingles may be affected.
Individual systems should be checked with the manufacturer
for the appropriate rating.

®
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Proper ventilation underneath the roof deck is impossible to
accom.plish when applying shingles directly over insubtion or
radiant barriers.
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Remember, for insulated decks and raeli:mt barriers it is reC0111mended that a flO\v-through ventilated air space be provided between the top of the insulation and the nailable deck to assist in
vapor and heat dissipation.

A number of roofing problems may result £i·om defects in the
underlying roof structure. Therefore, it is important that the 111:1terials supporting the roof deck be properly installed.

Deck
Preparation

The underlying structure should provide a rigid deck surface. It
should not sag, shift or deflect under the weight of roofing materials, the workers installing the materds or the snow loads the roof
may have to support. An unstable structure could lead to movement that will aftect the integrity of the roofing and fbshing.
Warping as well as other problems may result even with well
seasoned lumber if the attic space under the roof deck or the
spaces between the rafters and beams in ~l cathedral ceiling or
mansard roof are not properly ventilated. Poor ventilation can
result in :11l acculllulation of moisture that eventually condenses on
the underside of the roof deck.
I nspect the lumber
before installation.
Do not use any
boards that are
badly warped, have
loose knots or have
excessively resinous
areas. Wood resin
may chemically ;lffect
asphalt roofing materials.
Always check for a flat nailing
surf.lce before installing deck panels. Follow the deck
111anuf.lCturer's attachment instructions carefully when installing
each panel. For more information, contJct APA - The Engineered
Wood Association at Po. Box 11700, Tacoma, WA 98411, (20G)
50S-OO(}O.
If the sheathing is already in place, check it for excessively resinous areJS and loose knots. Cover each of these areas with sheet
metal patches and/ or underhyment before the roofing is applied.
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Drip Edges

Drip edges provide efficient water shedding at the rakes and caves
and protect the underlying wood from rotting. Drip edges should
be made of a corrosion-resistant material that extends ~lpproxill1ately 3" back from the roof edges
and bends downward over them.
Apply the drip edge underneath
the underbYl1lent along the
eaves and over the underlayment on the rakes. Figure
() details the placement
and fastening of drip
edges in cornbin:ltion with underlaylJ1ents. The usc of a
drip edge is strongly
reC0111111 en dec!.

Dri~ edge at eaves
applied directly on deck

Roofing Nails

It is recornmended by ARMA that properly driven and applied
roofing nails arc utilized as the preferred n:liling system for asphalt shingles.

Nails
Nails should have a minimuJl1 nominal shank diameter ofl2
gauge, 0.105", ~llld a minimum head diameter of :X". Nails
will have s11100th shanks (except for "gripper rnarks" sometimes located just below the head) although nails with shank
deformations such as "barbs" 111ay be used.

Corrosion Resistance
Galvanizing by various processes is the typical meal1S of
achieving corrosion resistance. Aluminum roofing nails do
not require additional coatings for corrosion resistance. Steel
nails should be protected.

Nail Length
Nails should be long enough to penetrate ').II" into the roof
deck. Where the deck is less than :;.ej" thick, the nail should be
long enough to penetrate fi.!lly and extend at least ~" through
the roof deck.
In deterrninin ocr the nail len "th
consideration should be bo·ivel1
0
the number of layers of shingles, shingle thickness(es),

to

undcrbYlllent ~l11d flashings (caves, sidewall and valley, etc.).
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In SOl11e cases the underside of the deck is exposed to view.
In this case, using nails of the recol1ll11ended length may result in the nail points penetrating through the deck and being exposed to view.

Nailing

Proper nailing is essential to gooe! performance. To ensure proper
nailing during shingle application:
Usc the correct type, size ane! grade of nail as specified in the
shingle 111~1I1uf:1Cturer's application instructions.
Use corrosion resistant nails.
Use the recommended number of nails per shingle.
Position the nails as required by the shingle manufacturer.
Align the shingles properly bef<.lfe nailing
nails in the course below.

to

avoid exposing

Drive the IlJils straight Jnd flush with the shingle surface.
Do not bre;lk the shingle surf:lce with the nail head.
1)0

not drive nails into knot holes or cracks in the roof deck.

Repair f:lUlty nailing ill1l11ediately.
Follow lllanUClcturer's instructions concerning special nailing
procedures for steep slopes, high wind areas, etc..

-

CD

o

straight, good
penetration 2nd flush
with shingle surface

Underdriven:
inadequate deck
penetration

Properly Driven -

@)
Overdriven:
too deep,
cuts into shingle

Crooked:
inadequate
anchorage

Improperly Driven

If a nail does not penetrate the deck properly and cannot be
tapped down to be properly driven, remove the nail, repair the
hole in the shingle with asphalt plastic cement and place ~lI1other
nail nearby. I f necessary, replace the entire shingle. (See Figure 7.)
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Quantity and
Placement of
Nails

The following practices reflect the general recolllmendations of
most shingle manu[lCturers. However, the specific recommendations of the shingle rnanu[;lcturer, as printed on e;lch shingle
wrapper, should be followed when applying shingles.
Nails l1lust not be driven into or above the ElCtory-applied adbesives. Align each sbingle carefully. Whenever possible, l1l;lke sure
that no cutout or end joint is less than 2" fi·om a nail in an underlying course. Start nailing fi·om the end nearest the shingle.i ust laid
and proceed across. This will help prevent buckling. T(, help prevent distortion, do not attempt to realign a shingle by shitting the
free end after two nails are in place. Drive nails straight so that tbe
edge of the nail head does not cut into the shingle. Nail heads
should be driven flush with the shingle surface, not sunk into it.
Figure 7 illustrates examples of proper and improper nailing.

In areas with normal weather conditions, the following applica-

Nailing Method
(Normal Weather
Conditions)

tion methods should be utilized:

Placement of nails on three-tab strip shingles
Each of these shingles, both the conventional 3(," long
shingles and the "metric" shingles, should be fastened with
four nai1s.When the shingles are applied with an exposure of
5" (5%" for metric), the nail locations should be on a line %"
above the top of the
cutouts, 1" in fi·olll each
end, and centered over
each cutout. The center
of the nail should be applied on center at all
four nail locations. (See

12"

Figure 8.)

Placement of nails on no-cutout strip shingles
Each of these shingles, both the conventional 3(," long
shingles and the "metric" shingles, should be fastened with
four nails. Whell the
shingles

36"

arc

applied

with an exposure of 5"

(5%" for metric), the
nail locations should be
on a line 5%" ((,;;,," for
lIletric) above the butt

12"

edge and located 1"
11"
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and 12" ( 1" and 13"
for metric) frolll each

end.The center of the nail should be applied on center at all
four nail locations. (See Figure 9.)

For areas considered to be high wind regions by local building code
authorities, the following six nail method should be considered:

Placement of nails on three-tab strip shingles
Goth the conventional 36" long shingles and the "metric"
shingles should be fastened with six nails. When the shingles
are applied with an exposure of 5" (5%" for metric), the nail
10catiollS should be
on a line %" above the
top of the cutouts, 1"
in from each end, and
1 " to the left and right
of center of each cut-

Nailing Method
(High Wind
Regions)

12"

out. The center of the
nail should be applied on center at all
six nail locations.
(See Figure 10.)

Placement of nails on no-cutout strip shingles
Both the conventional 36" long shingles and the "metric"
shingles should be fastened with six nails. When the shingles
are applied with an exposure of 5" (5%" for metric), the nail
locations should be
on a line 5%" (6W'
for metric) above the
butt edge and located
1 ", 11 " and 13" (1",
12" and 14" for met-

12"

ric) tj"0111 each end.
The center of the
nail should be applied on center at all
six nail 10catiollS.
(See Figure 11.)

Asphalt roofing materials will give less than adequate pelformance
if allowed to become waterlogged before installation. As a result,
make provisions at the job site for protecting them against the
weather. Because of the importance of proper storage, techniques

Storage

discussed in Chapter 2 are reemphasized here:
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Storage
(continued)

Never stack shingle bundles more than 4' high.
Never store asphalt roofing products in direct contact with
the ground. Place them on a raised flat platform.
Never leave the materials exposed to the weather. Cover
the111 with tarpaulins or plastic bags that are vented to provide free air circulation.
Never store shingles in extrerne cold. Store in a warm place
prior to application.
Care must be taken vvhen working with asphalt products that
have been stored in temperature below 4ctF, so as to avoid
potential cracking of the product.
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There is an asphalt roofing product to meet every roofing requirement, but no one product is necessarily the best for every job. On
lllany jobs, several alternatives may exist.
The "right" product should be chosen based on a number of
considentions including local wind conditions, fire ratings and
aesthetics.

Exposure is defined as the portion of roofing material which is
exposed to the we;lther after the roofing is installed. The exposure
f(H v;lrioLis asphalt roofing products is specified by the mJnUflC-

(overage and
Exposure

turer. Never vary the shingle exposure between courses by more
than ± W', as this deviation l1l;lY negatively affect roof perfcJrll1ance.
Shingle sides should be butted together to maintain adequate
shingle coverage. Typical exposures were given in Tables 1 and 2
in Chapter 1. The exposure of the shingle creates the ;lppearance
intended by the shingle design (i.e., wood shakes, slate. etc.).
Coverage is;1I1 indication of the amount of weather protection the
;lsphalt roofing provides. Depending on the llumber of plies or
layers of material tklt lie between the exposed surface of the roofing ;lIld the deck, the material is designated single, double or triple
coveLlge. Where the number of plies varies, coverage is usually
considered to be that which exists over most of the roof area. For
example, where no significant roof area has less than two thicknesses
of material, the installation would be considered double coverage.
Asphalt mIl roofing are generally considered single coverage products beclUse they provide a single layer oflllaterial over the grt\lter
part of the roof ;lrea. An exceptioll is roll roofIng applied with a
1'J" overbp and 17" exposure which is considered a double coverage IlLlterial. Asphalt strip shingles ;lre also considered double
coveLlge materials because their top lap is 2" or more grclter th'lll
their exposure.
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fire Resistance

Flying, burning embers from a nearby fire could reach your root~
ignite the roofing material and spread, causing extensive damage
to your entire house. For this reason, it is illlportant to know the
fire resistance features of the roofing materials you choose.
Today, asphalt shingles carry an independent laboratory's label
indicating that the roofing material used has passed certain tests
for fire resistance (see page 12).

Wind Protection

Wind storms are a major concern to Llsers and manufacturers of
various types of shingles. Recognizing the need for a more comprehensive method of testing shingles for wind resistance, the Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers Association (ARMA) has developed
a process that combines bond strength testing, wind tunnel studies and research on full scale houses under "real life" situations.
Upon sealing, wind-resistant shingles provide additional prot\::ction for roofS in high wind areas. Several types of asphalt shingles
offer this feature including those manufactured specifically for the
purpose with either a factory-applied adhesive or integral locking tab. Regardless of the type of shingle used for wind protection,
it should comply with current standards for wind resisl;lnce.
The factory-applied adhesive on
self-sealing shingles is activated by heat fi'om the sun.
In winter, bonding can
take longer than during
warmer seasons of the
year depending upon the
geographic location, roof
Quarter·sized dabs of
slope and direction that
cement located under
each tab
the structure faces.
During the colder months
following installation, it is not uncommon for asphalt shingles to have a tendency to curl at the
edges. ThiS phenomena known as" cold curl" is due to contraction
ofthe asphalt coating which causes the edges of the shingles to lift.
Cold curl is a normal occurrence and should correct itself when
the roof warms up either by sunlight or by an increase in the amFasteners

bient temperature.
Ifhand sealing is indicated for any reason, asphalt plastic cement,
commonly referred to as flashing cement, may be used (conforming to ASTM D 4586).
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Two spots of this cement about the size of a quarter are placed under each tab. One spot may be placed one 1" to 2" from each end
of tab and near the bottom, but not so close to the bottom that it
is squeezed out hom the t:1h as thc tab is prcssed into the cement.
Consult thc individual shingle manufacturer's recommendations
for specific hand tabbing instructions. (See Figure 12.)

One of the most significant developments in asphalt roofing
shingles has been the aesthetic fi·eedol11 they now offer.There is a
range of color available to match anyone's imagination in designing the exterior ofa home. For example, in addition to such SLllll-brd colors ;1S white, bbck and the light pastels, asph;llt roofing
products are available in numerolls blends or mixes of red, brown,
grey and green. If the intent is to relate the building to a natuLll
environment, these latter colors should be considered. They may
also be employed to complement and reinforce the I1Jtural colors of other building elements sllch as brick or stone walls and
wood siding.

Aesthetics

Roof color can also be utilized in thc dcsign of a home to obtain
certain psychological effects. For example, a small house may be
given added dimension by a light colored roof that will direct the
eye upward and help create a sense of airiness. Dark colors on :1
tall or steeply-sloped building will help create the opposite effect,
bringing the structure down in scale visually.
In addition to color, the use of asphalt shingles can also contribute to the overall architectural effect of a building. Many of these
shingles otTer the "look" of wood but with the long-term wear
and fire safety of asphalt shingles. Others offer the "look" of slate
or tile. All create interesting visu:ll efTects oflight and shadow over
the roof expanse because of thcir three-dimensional appearance.

As the roofis viewed il·om different angles or under differcnt light
conditions, certain ;lreas sometimes appear darker or lighter. This
difft'lTnce ill ;lppearance is commonly called shading.

Color Shading

Shading usually results frolll slight vari:ltions ill texture which
occur during normal shingle production.The variation necessary
to cause shading with black or other dark colors is so slight that it
cannot be detected during the manu[;lcturing process.
When light is reflected from these roofs the appearance will vary
as the viewer walks past the building. The impact will depend on
the position of the sun and the overall light intensity. When the
sun is directly overhead, the shading may disappear.
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Color Shading
(continued)

Shading is most frequently observed in the case of black or dark
color shingles. Since only a small part of the light is reflected fi-om
a dark roof, very slight differences in texture of the shingles may
cause this problem.
In the case of white and light colored shingles, the total amount
oflight reflected is considerably greater and observable differences
are diminished.
mends made of a variety of colors actually tend to canlOuflage this
effect and observable differences are further reduced. Lighter colored blends reduce this effect more than darker blends. Over time,
weathering will reduce the noticeable effects of shading.
The appearance of shading can also be caused by:

Backing Material
The backing material used to keep the shingles fi-ol11 sticking
together in the bundle can rub off or transfer to the surfacing material. Natural weathering fr0111 rains and sunlight
should eventually rernove this loose backing.

Storage
Shingles that have been stacked too high or have been stored
over long periods of time can develop minor staining from
the lighter oils contained in the asphalt coating. Natural
weathering will usually eliminate this.

Application
Manubcturers recommend that shingles be applied by starting at the bottol1l of the roof, working across and up. This will
blend shingles t]-OI1l one bundle into the next and minimize
any shade variation from one bundle to the next.

CD Some shading should be accepted as normal in the application of asphalt roofing.

o Allow sufficient time to wash otT loose backing material
and to permit allY oil stains to weather out.

G) Use blends. With blends, shading is less apparent.

(1) Insist upon recomrnended application methods.
Shading is an optical problem and in no way affects the durability
of asphalt roofings. Some shading is normal and un~lV()idablc.

Summary
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When selecting asphalt roofing materials, all of the factors discussed in the preceding sections (slope, coverage, fire and wind resistmce and aesthetics) should be considered. Other inherent
characteristics of all asphalt roofing, such as ease of instIllation and
repair, should enter into the analysis when materials other than
:lsphalt roofing are :1Iso being considered.
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Various types of asphalt roofing materials and accessories 3re required to complete a typical roofingjob, including shingles or roll
roofing, underbyment, starter strips, drip edges, valley flashings
and hip :md ridge shingles. Before thejob begins, estinntes of the
required quantities of cach material, based on calculations derived
frol11 tbe dimensions of the roof, must be l11ade.
FJirly simple calcubtions are all that are required. Certain measurement and calculation methods also may be used that simplify
the process even further.These are described in the following sections along with suggestions on how to take measurements without getting onto the roof.

RooE come in a variety of shapes and styles but virtually every
kind of roof is comprised of plane surfaces that can be subdivided
into simple geometric shapes - squares, rectangles, trapezoids and
triangles. Thus, roofing area calculations simplify to area calculations for these basic shapes.

Estimating Area
(Simple Roofs)

The simplest type of roof is one without any projecting dormers
or intersecting wings. Each of the illustrated rooE is comprised of
one or more rectangles. (See Figure 13.)The area of the entire roof
in each case is the sum of the areas of each rectangle.

Shed

Gable

Gambrel

I=or the shed roof which has only one rectangle, the area is {c)ulld
by simply ll1ultiplying the rake line by the eaves linc, or B x A.The
gable roof is comprised of two rectangular planes and its arca is
f()Und by multiplying the sum of the r;lkc lines by the eaves line,
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Estimating Area
(Simple Roofs)

or A(l3 + C). For the gambrel roof, four rake lines ~ll-e involved ;1l1d
the total area calculation is found by multiplying the sum of the
rake lines by the eaves line, or A (13 + C + D + E).

(continued)

Estimating Area
(Complex Roofs)

The more complex roofs include tbose with intersecting wings or
donner projections through the various roof planes. Area calculations for these roofs use the same basic approach taken for simple
rootS but involve a number of subdivisiollS of the roof surElce that
are calculated separately, then added together to obtain the toul
roof area.
If plans of the building are available, use them to obtain the required roof dimensions fi-om which area calculations can be made.
Otherwise, direct measurements may luve to be taken on the roof.
However, :mother alternative exists tlut enables the estimator to
indirectly measure the areas. It involves calculating the projected
horizontal areas of the roof, then combining these areas with the
roof slope or slopes to obtain the true areas. Both the roof slope
and the horizontal projection of the various roof surfaces are
determined directly as described in this chapteLTables are also included in the following sections for converting the indirect measurements and calculations to actual lengths and actual roof ~lreas.

Roof Pitch and Slope
The degree of incline a roof possesses is usually expressed as
its "pitch" or "slope." Pitch is the ratio of the rise of the roof
to the span of the roof. (See Figure 14.) Slope is the r;ltio of
rise in inches to horizontal run in feet
(run equals half the span). For example. if the span of a roof is
24' ~1l1d the rise is ti', the
pitch is %1 or
Run

y,.

Expressed

as a slope, the same roof is
said to rise ti" per foot of
horizontal
rlln
ISlope
(inches per foot) = I~ise (in
inches) -:- Run (in feet)l. If

I

Span

the rJse of the same roofspan were (,', the pitch would be 1'1
and its slope would be 6" per foot of run.Whether a partiCL1lar roofinclille is expressed in pitch or slope, the results of are:!
calculations will be the same.
It is not necessary to go onto a mofto measure pitch or slope.
It call be closely approximated fi-om the ground with the aid
of a pitch card (available from many manufacturers) or a
carpenter's folding rule as follows: Stand away fi·ol1l the building and form the rule into a triangle with the (," joint at the
apex and the 12" joint at one side of the horizontal base line.
Holding the rule ;It arm's length, line up the sides of the
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L

Reading point

triangle with the roof as shown in Figure 15, being sure to
keep the base of the triangle horizontal. Then, with the zero
point of the rule aligned with the center of the base, read the
intersection of the zero point with the base. In the exalllple
shown in Figure 15, this occurs at the 22" nurk. Next, locate
the "rule reading" in Figure 1C> nearest to the one read in the
field and directly under it read the pitch and slope of the roof.
For the example, the pitch is read as /'3, the slope as 8" per foot.

Slope (inches per foot)

12

11

10

Projected Horizontal Area
No matter how complicated a roof may be, its projection
onto a horizont:d plane will easily define the tot:d horizontal surf:lce the roof covers. Figure 17 illustrates a typical roof
complicated by valleys, dormers and ridges at different elevations.The lower half of the figure shows the projection of the
roof onto a horizontal plane. In the projection, inclined surbces appear t1at and intersecting surfaces appear as lines.
Measurements for the horizontal projection of the roof can
be made from the plans, from the ground or from inside the
attic. Once the measurements are made, the horizontal area
covered by the roof can be drawn to scale and calculated.
Sample calculations for the roof in Figure 17, using the dimensions and slopes indicated, appear on the following page.
Because the actual area is a function of the slope, calculations
must be grouped in terms of roof slope and those of different slopes are not combined until the true roof areJS have
been determined.
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Estimating Area
(Complex Roofs)
(continued)

CD

Calculate the horizolltal area under the 9"

@

this gross figure, deductions must be made for the area
of the chimney and for the triangular area of the ell roof that

.1'/0/)(

roof.

FrOlll

overlaps and is sloped differently f)'om the main roof:

@ Calculate the net projected ;llTa of the main roof.

@ Calculate the horizontal ;lrea under the 6" S/ol)C roof:

(26 x 30) = 780

4x4=160l

+

+ (19 x 30) = 570
Total

(16x5).;.2=40(~

= 56 ft. l

Total

= 1350fU

® Chimney Area
@

Ell roof (tnan(jular ilrea)

20 x 30 = 600

+ (1 6 x 5) .;. 2 = 40

Total
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= 640 ft2

Duplications
I)ortions of higher roof surL1Ces often projl'ct oycr roof surLlces below them but the horizontal projectiollS do not show
the ()verLtp. Such duplicated areas should he added to the
horizonul arc!. Thus, one final correction must be
account for these overlapped or duplicated

tot~ll

m~lde

are~lS bd()IT

to

the

total projected horizonLli :lrea is obtained.
In the example, there is an overlap:

CD

on the (," slope roof

where the dormer caves overhang the ell mof; Q) on the 'i"
slope roof where the main roofeaves overhang the ell section;
and

®

where the Illain roof caves overhang the smaller sec-

tion of the Illain roof in the rcn ofthc building. In each else,
if the e:lves extend 4" beyond the structure, the duplication
calculations :lre:

CD

T\vo caves overhangs:
2('1 x

= 3;1, ft'"

Q) 'Two eavcs overhangs:
2(7 x

®

= 4Y\ It. 2

Overh:lI1g covers only half of the I 'i' wide section:
'i.'1 X !;I 2 = 3Y1(( It. 2

Item CD should be added to the area of the ()" slope roof and
itelllS Q) and @ to the ()" slope roof. Thus, for the ()" slope
roof. the adjusted toc11 is ()4()

+3

slope ro()f~ 1,2'i4 + 8 = 1,3()2 ft.2
to the ne:U"l'st f()ot).

= (,43 ft. 2 ~l1ld for the 'i"
(fl'~lcti()ns ~lre

rounded ofT

Conversion to Actual Area
Now th~lt the total projected horizontal areas fiJr e~lch roof slope have
been calculated, the results Clll be
cOllverted to actual areas \vith the aid
of Table 3. (To calculate the Actu:1I

4

Are~l,ll1ultiply

the Horizontal Area by
the Are:l!R:lke (Cactor.)

CD

For the 9" 51(1)(' roof:
1,3()2 ft.' x 1.2S0 = 1,(,27.'1 ft.2

Q) For th e (," slofJ£' roof:
643 ft.2 x 1.111\ = 711\.1\ ft.'
Aftn the horizonL11 areas have been
converted to actual :lreas, the results
C1I1 be added to obt:lin the total area
of roof to be covered:
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1.054
1.083

6

1.118

7

1.157

8

1.202

9

1250

10

1.302

11

1.356

12

1.414

"To use the table, Simply multiply the
projected horizontal area by the
conversicn factor for the approprrate
roof slope, The result is the actual
area of the roof
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Estimating Area
(Complex Roofs)
(continued)

For ;111 actual job estimate, an allowance should be made for
waste. In this case, assume a IO'!(, waste allowance. Thus, the
total area of roofIng l1lateri;ll required is:

2,347 ft." + 235 ft." = 2,5S2 fr."

Additional Material Estimates
To cornplete the estimate, the required quantity of starter
strips, drip edges, hip and ridge shingles and valley strips Jllllst
be determined. Each of these estimates depends on the length
of the eaves, rakes, hips, ridges and valleys at which the

[Note

J

The same horizontal area
projection and roof slope
will always result in the
same actual area
regardless of roof style.
In other words, if a shed
roof, gable roof or hip
roof with or without
dormers each covered
the same horizontal area
and had the same slope,
they would each require
the same area of roofing
to cover them.

1Tl;1-

terial will be applied.
BeC:luse eaves and ridges are horizontal, their lengths may be
determined directly fj-Ol1l the horizontal projection drawing.
Rakes, hips ;md valleys are sloped.Thus, their lengths must be
calculated following a procedure similar to th;lt fClr calculating sloped areas.
To determine the actual kngth of a rake, me;lsure its projected horizontal distance. Then usc T)lble 3, previously used
for horizoll!a!-Io-aclua! (/rc(/ conversions, to convert !lOrizoll(a!to-aCfI/a!!cllgths by 1llultiplying the rake's projected horizontal distance by the Area/rZ.ake Factor fiJr the appropriate roof
slope. The result is the actual length of the Llke.

For the house in Figure 17, the rakes at the ends of the main
home have horizontal distances 01'26' and 19'. There is another rake in the middle of the main house where the
bigher roofsectionl11eets the lower. Its horizontal distance is:

13' + 3.5' = 16.5'. Combine these horizolltal distances and
llluitiply by the Area/Rake Factor for the 9" slope roof (iI-om
Table 3) to find the Total Actual Length of the rakes.

26'

+ 19' + 16.5' = 61.5'

G1.5' x 1.250 = 7G.9'

Following the same procedure for the ell section with its Gil
slope roof dOrlner, the total length of rakes is found to be
39.1'. These rakes can now be added to the total length of
eaves (actual horizontal distances, no conversion necessary) to
estimate the quantity of drip edge required for the job.
The quantity of ridge shingles required is estimated directly
tl-0111 the drawing since ridge lines are true horizontal distances.
Hip, and valleys again involve sloped distances. As a result,
their projected horizontal lengths must be converted
tuallengths with the aid of Table 4.
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In the f(lllowing clicuLltiollS, the tOLlllength of valleys for the
house in Figure 17 will be deterlllined fi'ol1l which the ntimate fClr valley flashing material Cln be Illade.
There is

;1

valley f<.mned

011

both sides of the ell

roof intersection with the Illain roof. The total
measured distlnce of these valleys on the horizontal projection is 16'.

(Inches per foot)

HipNalley
Factor

4

1.452

Slope

The flet th;lt two different slopes alT involved
complicates the procedure somewhat.
[fthere were only one roofslope, the true length
could be calcuLlted directly fl'om T~lble 4. Dut in
this Clse, calcubtiollS [clr e:lch slope Illust be made
and thell averaged to obtain a close approximation
of the true length of the valleys. Using the forIllUla [Horizontal Length x Conversion Factor =
Actual Length [. the cdcubtion would be:

16' x 1.GOO (Y" slo})(' ) = 25H
lG' x 1.50U (6" sloJ)(, ) = 24J)'
Average: (24.0 + 25.6) c:.. 2 = 24.8'

5

1.474

6

1.500

7

1.524

8

1.564

9

1.600

10

1.642

11

1.684

12
*To use the table, simply multiply the
projected horizontal distance of the
hip/valley by the conversion factor for
the appropriate roof slope. The result
IS the actual length of the hip/valley

The approximate length of the two valleys is 24.8'
or 12.4' each.
The total projected horizontal length of the dorlller valleys
in Figure 17 is 5'. From Table 4, with a 6" slope for both the
ell roofand the dorlller, the :lCtuallength of the valleys is calcub ted to be 7.5'.
The tot,d length of valleys for the house is: 25' + 7' = 32'.
Based 011 this true length, the amount of valley flashing material can now be estimated.
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In addition to roofing m:lteriJIs, a number of accessories will be
required lex the job along with proper tools and flstencrs. Provisiclils should also be 111:11k fe)]- storing tbe nLlteri:lls at the job site.
At :111 times workers should fCll\ow safe work pr:lctices that help
prevent dangerous conditions and possihle accidents.

The best Ic)rm Of:1Ccidellt insurance is accident prevention.Therei()IT, iJ1Spect each job site befcwe the work begins for possible
hazards such as overhead electrical lines or ul1Stable ground con-

[Note

J

All local building codes
and city ordinances
should be investigated
and complied with.

Safety

ditions that might not adequately support ladders or scaHolding.
Bring :1I1y potentially hazJrdous conditions to the attention oLdl
workers bcfc)IT the job begillS. Adhere to OSHA satety and fall
protection standards Jnd observe these general precautiollS:
Wear footwear th:lt provides good traction sllch as rubbersoled shoes with good ankle support.
Proper eye protection should be
])0

not attempt

to

\VOril.

work in bad weather or on wet roof decks.

Do not tOLlch wires crossing over the roof. If c:r:l11es arc used
to raise materi:lls, be sure the operator is Jware of overhead
power lines or other wires. Keep metal ladders away fi-0111
power lines.
Extension ladders should have proper locking devices and be
in good condition. Place the ladders at satt' :lI1gles on stable
foundations :1I1d properly secure thelll to prevent lllovement.
Ladders must extend past the edge of the mofby 3' minimulll.
I~opes should be used to secure ladders am! scaffolding :llld
used as saft,ty lines for personnel.

Brace ladders llsed on the roof deck to the roof structure.
Avoid leaning away fi-om a bdcler to work. Move the ladder
as required to fClllow the work.
1)0

not concentrate bundles or rolls of roofing Illatcrials on

the deck. 1)istribute them over the entire roof surt:lce to
sprcld the load evcnly.
As the work proceeds, keep the dcck clear of ullnecessary
debris to avoid tripping hazards.
Always lise the proper tools fex clCh segment of the work.
Remember -

Safe roofing is no accident l
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Tools

Whether on new construction or a reroofing job, applicators require a number of basic tools to ensure efficient and accurate
application of asphalt roofing rnateri;ds.These include:

Ladders and Scaffolding
Used fc))" access to the moe for carrying materials up to the
roofand for s;lfe footing especially ,vllell applying the starter
strip and first course.

Tape Measure
Used for making measurements that will be required for an
accurate and neat installation.

Chalk
Used for snapping chalk lines th;lt will be lIsed to guide the
installation and align the materials over the roof surflce.

Roofing Knife
Used for cutting, shaping and fitting the variolls materials for
an accurate, tight-fitting illStallation.

Hammer, Pneumatic Gun or Roofer's Hatchet
Used for all nailing that will be required. Hatchet may also be
used for aligning shingles.

Power Nailers
Pneumatic nailers are designed for a wide variety of appliCltions. Not all are appropriate for the application of roofing
shingles. Use only a tool specifically designed by the Illanuflcturer for roofing. It is built to withstand the abrasive nature of roofing material and has features to speed and facilitate
the roofing material application.
Pneumatic nailers for roofing are adjustable [() achieve proper
depth of nail drive.
Correct depth of drive may be achieved by a particular tool
through one or more of the following methods as may be
recommended by the tool manuflCturer:
Air pressure control
Selection of proper length driver (driver blade - striker)
Use of a choke on the tool exhaust system
Outfitting of a tool with manufacturer ;,pproved components such as piston bumper shims, flush drive attachments,
and specially-sized variations of standard tool components.
Through repeated contact with the shingles, a buildup of asphalt will occur on the nose of the tool.The installer must periodically clean the tool, or otherwise compensate for this
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buildup, or f;lsteners will be underdriven. Cleaning is usually
accolllplished with environmentally safe solvents applied telr
immediate removal or overnight soaking of only the nose tool.

Putty Knife, Pointed Trowel or Brush
Used fex applying asphalt cements of various viscosities.

Caulking Gun
Used fcn applying continuous beads of asphalt cement.

Broom
Used ft.)r cleaning up after the completed roofing application.

Chisel and Saw
Used fc)r repairing or replacing damaged decking.

Flat Shovel
Used for removing shingles in reroofing applicatiollS when
existing shingles are in such deteriorated conditions that they
must be rcmoved or when shingles must be removed to ITpair the deck or comply with code requirements.

These asphalt based materials are generally used as sealants and
adhesives in roofing work. Most of the primers and cements are
combustible. Thev should never be heated over an open fire or

Primers and
Cements

placed in direct contact with a hot surface. If they lIlust be softencd before application, place the unopened containers in hot
water or store them in a warm place until ready for usc. Asphalt
based sealants and adhesives used in rootlng work should cOlllply
with all current local, state and federal statutes.
111 general, apply asphalt prirners and ceJ1lents to c1c;lIl, dry surfaces.
Trowel or brush them vigorously onto the surface to eliminate air
bubbles. The different types of primers and cements include:

Asphalt Plastic Cement (ASTM D 4586)
Also known as flashing cement, this material is generally applied to flashings where the roof meets a wall, chimney, vent
pipe or other vertical surfJce. It is formulated to resist flow at
the high sLlrfJce temperatures norl1lally encoLlntered in sLImmer. The cement remains pli;lble at low service temperatures.

Lap Cement (ASTM D 3019)
Cenerally not as viscous as asphalt pbs tic cement, lap cel1lent
is used to provide a watertight bond between lapping plies of
roll roofing. Exposed nails lISed in conjunction with lap cement should pass through the cement so that the shank of the
nail is sealed where it penetrates the deck.
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Cements and
Coatings
(continued)

Asphalt Primer (ASTM D 41)
This is JJl asphalt based primer used to prepare masonry ;llld
metal sur(lces for bonding with other asphalt products such
as built-up roofing components, :lsph;dt plastic celllellts or
roof coatings. 011 JPplicatiol1, the primer l1lust penetrate the
masonry surface pores. Masonry primers have

;1

very fluid

comistt'ncy and arc applied by brushing, rolling or spraying,

Roofing Fabric

M;lde fi'o]]] asphalt-satur;1ted cotton, glass fiber of other porous
bbric, roofing t;lpes ;lre used in conjunction with ;lsphalt cerneIHS
;md coatings t()r flashings ;1lld for patching scams, breaks and holes
in meLlI and asphalt roofs. The t;lpCS arc usually aVJilablc in rolls
lip to ')(1 yards long and -4 to 36" wide,
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No roof is better than the quality of its installation. Asphalt roofing materials are no exception. They are designed to give years of
service when applied carefully and correctly.
Asphalt roofing products are probably the casicst of all roofing
1ll;1teriais to insull. Even so, there :lIT certain procedures th:lt Illust
be followed to ensure the quality of the installation and of the roof
covering itself. These include undcrlayment installations, alignment techniques and starter strip applications as well as various
methods of applying thc first and successive courses, fastcning the
nuteri;1ls to the deck and finishing the hips and ridges. All of these
points are discussed below in the order they would be encountered in the field.

After the deck has been properly prep:l1'cd and is sufficiently dry,
cover it with thc appropriate underbyment. Typically, asphalt saturatcd felt products are spccified for use as underlaYl11ent. However,
ambient conditions may warrant the usc of a self-adhered eave and

Underlayment

flashing lllembrane (a type of modified bituminous sheet material).
Reft~r

to "Eaves Flashing for Ice Dam Protection" on page 43.
Underlayment material used beneath roofing shingles is recommended to comply with ASTM D 226, ASTM D 4R69, ASTM
]) 1 ~no or as recommended by the individual shingle m;l11utlcturer.

On decks having;1 slope of 4" per foot or
greater, one layer of non-perforated unclerlaYlllellt should be
Drip edge
applied. Some local codes

Asphalt
saturated felt

may require specific underlaYlllents. The use of asphalt
coated base sheets, self-adhered
eave and fbshing membranes,
polyethylene sheets or laminated waterproof papers could
result in vapor retardation trapping moisture or fi'ost between
the covering and the roof dcck when
the deck is not properly ventilated. COllSult with the individual
lllanut1Cturer for specific recommendations when using these types
of shects.
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Underlayment
(continued)

Always lay the felt parallel to the eaves, bpping each cOLirse ~lt least
2" over the underlying course. Underlayment should not run perpendicular to the eaves. Secure the felt with only enough nails to
hold it in place. (See Figure 18 on the previous page.) If two or
more pieces are required to continue a course, bp the ends at least
4". End bps in a succeeding course should be located at least (Sf from
end bps 111 the preceding course. Lap the felt a minimulll of6" from
both sides over all hips, ridges and valleys. Where the roof meets a
vertical surface, carry the underlayment at least 4" up the surface.
Underlayment should always be used in new construction as it
provides many benefits.
Important reasons for installing underbyment when applying
shingles over wood decks include:
Underlayment is water-resistant and provides secondary protection by helping shield the deck fi·olll wind-driven rain and
helping prevent water trom reaching the deck.
Underlayment keeps the deck dry until shingles are applied,
minimizing problems that may result if shingles are placed on
wet decks. Shingles should be applied as soon after the application of the felt as possible.
Meeting Class A or Class C fire ratings when used with
proper decking material and shingles. A shingle by itselfis not
fire-rated, but is, in fact, a component of a roof assembly. In
many municipalities, a Class A or Class C fire rating for roof
assemblies is required by code or ordinance.
Installing underlayment helps reduce "picture framing" ( the
visible outline of deck panels caused by irregularities in roof
decking thicknesses).
Underlaynlent offers protection from resins that may come
from wood board sheathing.
Proper application techniques should be followed to ensure optimum performance of asphalt saturated felt.

Chalk line

The dimensional variations of individual strip shingles are seldom
significant, but on a large expanse of roof, the accumulated effect
of these slight variations could result in divergent butt lines or
misaligned cutouts. Whether there is a large expanse of roof or a
small one, chalk lines provide visible guides that help ensure the
application of the shingles in proper horizontal and vertical alignment with the proper exposure and the intended coverage. Never
vary the shingle exposure between courses by more th:m ±W', as
this deviation may negatively affect roof performance. Shingle sides
should be butted together to maintain adequate shingle coverage.
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To place a horizontal chalk line parallel to the eaves, measure the
appropriate distance on the roof and Ill;ll-k it at three locltiollS;It each end and in the middle as a check apinst possible measurement errors_ Put a nail on the mark at each end, stretch the chalk
line between them and pull it taut. Check the alignment of the
middle mark, then snap the line 11-om the center.
Vertical chalk lines

;llT

important fur aligning cutouts l1-om caves

to ridge,They are also importlllt for aligning shingles on each side
of a dormer so th;lt when the application of shingles passes it, the
shingles and cutouts meet above the dormer in proper alignll1ent
without any gaps or overlaps.
On long runs, snap a verticll chalk line in the center of the run
and apply shingles to the left ;ll1d right of the line_ Check horizulltal chalk lines :lS the shingle application approaches the ridge so
that the upper cuurses will be parallel to it.

Ice dams arc formed by the continual th;l\ving of snow over the
warmer portions of the roofand refiTezing over the cold e,lYe.The
ice dams un cause the backing up of water and slush under the
exposed roofing material and C:lUSC dalll:lge to the structure. Eaves
llashing is recommended when :lpplying roofing IllJteri:l1 to this
potentially vulnerable :lreJ to help prevent such water penetrations. In ciim:ltes where icing ;llong the caves is anticipated or

Eaves Flashing
for Ice Dam
Protection

where the average January temperature is 25 "F or less, eaves
flashing must be inst;llled to ensure maXllllum
protection against ice dam damage.
The appropriate selection of
flashing 1ll:1terial and
the flashing strip width
will depend upon the
roof slope ;l1ld tht: severity of icing conclitions anticipated.
Eaves flashing l1l;lY be
constructed with self:ldhcred eave and Ihshmg Illembranes (see
Figure 1<)) or by applying
lop lap located in front of exterior
wall line and cemented
a double underlayment of :lSphalt saturated felt cemented to
[Note J
each other with plastic cement. Eaves
When a self-adhered
flashing should be installed 11-om the eaves and rakes to a point of
eave and flashing
at least 24" inside the interior wall line. The elVe flashing matemembrane is used as
underlayment, no
rial should overhang the drip edge by W' to Y,", Follow the manllLlcturers recoll1lllendations for installation requirements.
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additional eaves flashing
application is required.
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Eaves Flashing

Self-adhered cave and t1ashing membranes are also excellent fell"

for Ice Dam
Protection

skylights and chimneys, Because most caves fbshing lllateri;1ls ;lre

use on ridges, hips, flashings and valleys, as well as around dormers,
vapor rl'tJrders, they should 110t be used beyond ITconllllcnded
JrCJS Without propcr ventilation. A lack of proper veJltilation in

(continued)

thcse clses will result in thc possibility of WJtcr vapor condensation under thc roof elc'ck.

Valley Flashing

Valleys are formcd where t,yO sloping roofpLll1es mcet: at an angle.
The sloping plancs direct water tow:ud the valley, cOJlcelltL1ting
thc drainagc ;liong thc joint and Inaking it cspccially YUlner:1ble
leabge. As a rcsult, one of the most important inst:dlatilln dctJils fcn good roof perf<'lrlllJnct' is proper VJllcy flashing. COllSult

to

thc appmpri;1tc roofing lll:lllllfacturers f<'lr rccommcndations on a
pJrticuiar JpplicJtion.
To insull underbYlllcnt in J vJlley, first center J 3(," \vidc strip of
the appropriJtc undcrlaYlllcnt in the vJlley and securc it with only
cnough nails to hold it in
pLIce.Then trim thc hori-

36" wide underlayment
centered in valley

zontal

courses

of felt

underiaYlllent applied on
thc roof to overlap the
vallcy strip at lcJst (,". (Sec
Figure 20.)
Following :1pplication of
Asphalt saturated felt

~.

the underlaymcnt, roofs
with 11lultipk plancs IT-

""")

quire thc construction of

t

one of threc types of val-

2" top lap

leys:

opell,

woven

or

closed cut. Regardless of
the type of vallcy used, it
lllust be smooth, unobstructcd, of sufficient capacity to carry water away rapidly and Clpable of withstanding occasional backing up of water.

Open Valleys
The recommended flashing 1l1:1terial is a 2('-gauge galvanized
metal or all equiv:1lent corrosion resistant, nonstaining matcrial. (Sec Figure 21.)
Ccnter the underbYlllent in the valley. Trim thc lower edge
111l1h with the eaves drip edge. Install it up the elltire length
of the valley. If two or more strips of 1I1lderbyment are ITquircd, lap the upper piece over [he lowCJ' so that drainage
will be carried over the joint, not into it. The overlap should
be 12" and fiIlly bonded with :1sphalt plastic: celllent. Use only
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enough mils to hold the strip in place. Nail along a line 1"
fi'om each edge. Start ;It one edge and work all the way up.
Then return to nail the other side, pressing the fhshing strip
firmly into the
valley at the
same time. In ar36"wide valley
eas of heavy rainunderlayment
E1II it may be
desir:lble to use a
byn ofself-adhcred
cave and fbshing
lllelllbrane (icc dalll

Asphalt roofing cement

mClllbLlI1e) beneath
the
valley
underbYlllent.
After the undcrbYlllent
has been secured, install
the n:commcnded corrosion resistant Illetal in the
valley. Secure the valley
metal to the roof deck without puncturing, with Inet31 clcats
spaced ~"-12" apart. Overbps should be 12" Jnd cemented.
The valley will be completed with shingle application.

Woven and Closed Cut Valleys
Cover both types of valleys with ;1 lllinimulll 36" wide mineraI or smooth sLlrElced roll rooting #50 felt or heavier. Specialty cave flashing lllay ;Ilso be used. Center the strip in the
valley, securing it with only enough nails to hold lt in place.
Nail the strip along a line 1" fI'om the edges, first on one edge
all the way up, then on the uther while pressing the flashing
strip firmly :ll1d smoothly into the valley. Laps should be 12"
and cemented. The v:llley will be completed as thl' shingles arc
installed. Whell installing a closed-cut valley installation, weave
the first course.

While the gelleral application procedures fcw all aspbalt strip
shingles are essenti:llly the sallle, differences do exist in applying
the first shingle ill each course and, depending upon the number
of cutouts in the strip, in fastening the shingles. Thus, it is neces-

Shingle
Application

sary to study and follow the shingle lllanutlCtllrer's application directions as printed Oil the shingle bundle wrapper.
Bcf()re beginning to :lpply shingles, check that all chimneys are
cOlllpleted and all vent pipes, soil stacks and ventilators are ill
place. Also make provisions f()r the additiollal flashings tlut will be
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required olS the shingles are applied such as those around chimlleys
and sucks and at vertical Wel]] joints.
If a roofsurf:lce is broken by a dormer or valley, start applying the
shingles II-om a rake and work toward the breelk. If the surflCe is
unbroken, start elt the Llke that is most visible. If both rakes arc

(continued)

equally visible, start at the center and work both ways. On hip
roof" start at the center and work both WelYS.

[Note

1

The release tape found
on the reverse side of the
shingles prevents the
shingles from sticking
together in the package.
It should not be removed
during application.

No matter where the application begins, apply the shillgles across
and diagonally up the roof. This will ensure thelt each shillgle is
fastelled properly. Straight-up application or "racking" may result
in less than the recommended number of nails being used beclUse
of the manner in which the shingles have to be applied. "Racking" requires that part of the shingles ill some courses be placed
under those already applied in the course abovc. Because pelrt of
the shingle is hidden, it may be overlooked when the shingle is
fastelled. With a dielgonal application up the roof, each shingle is
completely visible until covered by the course above. "R:lcking"
may accentuate shading tendencies.

Starter Strip
The starter strip may be either a row of shingles trimmed to
the shingle manufacturer's recommendations or a strip of
mineral-surfaced roll roofing at least 7" wide. Pre-cut starter
shingles are also available. The starter strip protects the roofby
filling in tbe spaces under the cutouts and joints of the first
course of shingles. It should overhang the caves and rake
edges by 12" to ·YI".
Where the drip edge extends out fi-om the eaves and Llkes,
the shingles may be cut flush with the drip edge.
Ifself-sealing shingles are used tc)r the starter strip, remove the
tab portion of each shingle and position the remaining strip
with the fJctory applied adhesive face up along the eaves.
Trim at least 4" froll] the
Self-adhered
ea'Je and flashing
membrane

end of the first shingle in
the starter strip. Fasten the
starter strips parc1llcl to the
eaves along a line 3"-4"
above the t'ClVes. Position
the fasteners so thelt they
will not be exposed under
the Clltouts ill the first
course. (See Figure 22.)

Sell-sealing adhesive
positioned along eaves
Starter strips overhang
eaves and rakes lf2"-3/4"
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Ifshingles without a self-sealing
adhesive are used for the starter strip,
remove the tab portion of each shingle
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and position the remaining strip along the eaves. Complete
the procedure by [()llowing the instructions above.
If roll roofing is used for the starter strip, nail along a line
3"-4" above the eaves. Space the nails 12" apart.This will ensure that the cutouts of the first course of shingles are not
placed over the starter strip joints.

First and Succeeding Courses
The first course is the most critical. Be sure it is laid perfectly
straight, checking regularly during application against a horizontal chalk line. A few vertical chalk lines aligned with the
ends of shingles in the first course will ensure proper alignment of cutouts.
Tt- applying three-tab shingles or if using roll roofing for the
starter strip, bond the tabs of each shingle in the first course
to the starter strip by placing a spot of asphalt plastic cement
(conforming to ASTM D 4586) about the size of a quarter
on the starter strip beneath each tab corner. Then press the
tabs firmly into the cement.

[Caution

1

Excessive use of cement
may cause blistering.

The first course starts with a full shingle while succeeding
courses start with portions removed according to the style of
shingle being applied and the pattern desired. Do not discard
the pieces cut fi·om the first shingle in each course. rffull tabs,
they may be useful for finishing the opposite end of the
course or for hip and ridge shingles.
To obtain the correct exposure for square-tab strip shingles,
align the butts with the top of the cutouts in the course below. I nstall no-cutout shingles and those with v;1riable butt
lines according to the manufacturer's directions to obtain
correct exposure.
There are three different offset methods of JPplying standard
sized three-tab strip shingles: the 6" method, 5" method Jnd 4"
method. These methods correspond to the additional Jl110unt
removed [1·0111 the first shingle in each successive course to
obtain a desired pattern. By removing different amounts from
the first shingle, cutouts in one course of shingles do not line
up directly with those of the course below.

The 6" Method
This method starts each sllcceeding course after the first and
up to the sixth with a shingle fi·oJ11 which an additional 6" has
been rel1loved. Thus, the first course starts with a full length
shingle. The second course then starts with a shingle that has
6" removed and so on through the sixth course which starts
with a shingle that has 30" removed. Adjacent shingles in each
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course ,1re all fulllength.The seventh course again starts with
J full length shingle and the pattern is repeated every sixth
course. (See Figure 23.) When using the ()" method, nominal tolerances in shingle length may affect tab alignment.

(continued)

Underlayment

Start 3rd course
with 12" removed

~// ,,~:;~~,~

(:./

Start 2nd course
with 6" removed

The 5" Method
With this method of application, the first course begins with
a full shingleThe second through seventh courses have all additionalS" removed from the first shingle in each course; i.e.
the second course starts with 5" rernoved fi'ol1l the first
shingle, the third course with 10" removed from the first
shingle and so on through the seventh course which has 30"
removed from the first shingle. Adjacent shingles in each
course are full length. Proceed with additional courses to

Underlayment

Self-sealing
adhesive

Starter strip
Start 3rd course
with 10" removed

~., .. /

Shingles overhang
drip edge 1/2" - 3/4"

(/
Start 2nd course
with 5" removed
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Start 1st course
with full shingle
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continue the 5" off,et pattern. One method calls for starting
the eighth course with 11" removed from the first shingle.
(See Figure 24.)

[Note]
The eighth course does
not begin with a shingle
that has 35" removed
because the remaining 1 "
width does not lend itself
to proper fastening.

The 4" Method
This method is illustrated in Figure 25. Start the first course
with J full shingle. Start the second course with 4" removed
fi'0111 the first shingle, the third course with 1\" rel1loved, the
fourth with 12" removed and so on through the ninth course
which has 32" rellloved from the first shingle. Adjacent
shingles in e;lch course are fulllength.The tenth course agJin
begillS with J full length shingle and the pattern is repeated
every ninth course.

Undellayment

Starter strip
Shingles overhang
drip edge 1f2".314"

~ ..... .

[Note]
Never use an alignment
system where shingle
joints are closer than
4" to one another.

Start 2nd course
with 4" removed

Several different methods of treating valleys are possible including the open, woven and closed cut methods. Woven or closed cut
valleys are the prefened treatment for strip shingles. Open valleys
arc preferred for individual interlocking type shingles, as the nails
required for woven or closed cut construction might be placed at
or near the centerline of the valley. For all the methods, vJlley
f1Jshing should be ill place bdclre shingle application is begun (See
pages 44-45) except for open valleys around dormers where the
valley flashing must overlap the top courses of shingles along the
dormer sidewalls. Thoroughly working ;111 valley materials well
into the break of the valley prior to fastening is recommended.

Valleys

Open Valleys
Snap two chalk lines, one on eJch side of the valley centerline
over the full length of the valley flashing. Locate the upper
ends of the chJlk lines 6" apart at the ridge (i.e., 3" to either
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side of the valley centerline). The lower ends should diverge
fi'om each other W' per foot. Thus, for an }i' long valley, the

(continued)

ch:dk lines should be 7" apart at the eaves; f()r a I ()' valley, they
should bt'

~"

;lP;lrt. (See Figure 26.)

As shingles are applied tow;lrd the v;dley, trim the last shingle
in each course to fit

Oil

the chalk Jine. Never use a shingle

trimmed to less tlun 12" in length to finish a course running
into a valley. I I' necessary, trilll a tab ofTthe
;ldjacent

Valley
underlayment

shingle

in

the course to allow a

Valley centerline

Underlayment

longer portion to be
used. Clip 1" from the

\,

upper corner of the
shingle on a 45' ;lIlgle
to

direct water into

the v;llley ;md prevent
if fi'ol1l

penetrating

bcrween the courses.
Finally, to form ;1 tight
seal,
cement
the
shingle to the valley
lining with a 3" width
of asphalt plastic cement (confemning to
ASTM D 45~(»).There
should be no exposed
nails along the valley

flashing.

Open Valleys for Dormer Roofs
The valley between a dormer and
Underlayment

main

roof requires

treatment.

])0

special

not install

valley flashing until the
shingle

application

reaches a point just
above the lower end
of the valley. (See Figure 27.)
Apply the tlrst or bottom

Shingles applied
on main roof up to
lower end of valley

layer of valley

flashing

(1}i"

wide,

miner;ll-surfaced roll
rooting) in the sallle
m;lIlner as :l1ly open

Step flashing

valley flashing. Trim the lower section of the flashing so that
it
Residential Asphalt Roofing Manual
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extends !II" below the edge of the dormer deck. The lower
section in contact with the m~in roof deck should project ~t
least 2" below the point where thc two roofs lIleet. Extend
the upper section so th~lt the portion on the main roof extcnds 1S" above the point where the donner intersects the
roof Trilll the portion on thc dormCl"
at the ridge. (Sec

18" wide strip
applied face down

Figure 2S.)

36" wide strip
applied face up

Apply valley flashing on the other
side of the dormer
ill the same m:1llnLT,
extending the portion on thc lll:1in
roof up and over
the portion fi'om
the first valley. Cement and nail the

Flashing overlaps
shingles on main roof to

Small radius arc cut to bridge intelsection
between dormer ard main roof

top of cutouts
overlap. Lap thc
flashing on the dormer side over the ridge, then cement and nail it.

Trim the second or top Llyn of flashing (36" wide, mineLlIsurfaced roll roofing) on the dormer side to match the lower
end of the underlying 18" strip.Trim the side that will lie on
the 111ain deck to overlap the nearest course of shingles. This
overlap is the same as the normal lap of one shinglc over
another for the shingles being applied. For example, for threetab strip shingles, it extcnds to the top of the cutouts.
Nail thc top fhshing strip over the bottom as ill standard opcn
valley construction.Work the flashing into the valley joint so
that it lies flat ~1lld sillooth in both planes up to the edge of
the dormer eaves.
Trim the top byer
End shingles trimmed to chalk line
and set in 3" width of cement
Valley flashing
horizontally on a
line with the top of
the dormcr
where it intersects
the main roof.
Apply the top layer III the
valley on thc other sldc of

nailed to the first valley flashing.
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Trim the lower end of the flashing on a small radius arc that
bridges slightly over the point of intersection between the
donner and main roof. This shape forms a small Clnopy over
the joint between the two decks.

(continued)

Snap chalk lines on the v~l11ey flashing 3" on each side of the
centnline ;It the top and diverging ~" per f()ot to the bottom
of the valley. Resume the shingle application, trimming the
end shingle in each course to the chalk lines. Clip the uppn
corner and embed the end shingle in a 3" wide strip of ;lSphalt roofing cement (confelflning toASTM ]) 45:-;6) to seal
it to the flashing. Complete the valley construction in the
uSllalmanner. (See Figure 2').)
After shingles have been ;lpplied to both sides of the dormer
roof, apply the dormer ridge shingles. Start at the fi'ol1t of the
donner ;md work tow~lrd the main roof. Apply the shingles
;lS described hter in
this chapter

In

the

section on "Hips :llld
P..idges." Apply the last
ridge shingle so that it
extends at least 4"
onto the main roof.
Slit the centn of the
portion attached to
the main roofand nail
it into place. Then apply the IlJa1l1 roof
courses to cover the portion of the last ridge shingle on the
nLlin roof. Snap chalk lines so that the shingles on the main
roof will continue the same alignment pattern on both sides
of the dormer as shown in Figure 30.

Closed Cut Valleys
With valley flashing ;lireldy in place, ;lpply the first course of

[Note

J

The first course and
only the first course of
shingles from the
intersecting roof surface
should be woven with
the first course of
shingles on the
starting roof.

shingles along the eaves of one of the intersecting roof planes
and across the valley.The fIrst course and only the first course
of shingles fi'olll the intersecting roof surElee should be woven with the first course of shingles on the starting roof. For
proper flow of water over the trilllllled shingle, always start
applying the shingles on the roof pLme that 11;lS the lower
slope or le,ser height. Extend the end shingle at le;lSt 12" onto
the adjoining roof. Do not Illake a joillt in the valley. [f;l
shingle fll1s short, add in a one or two tab section so that the
joint occurs olltside the line of the vallcy. Apply succeeding
courses in the same manner, extcnding thelll across the valley and onto tbe ;ldjoining roof. Press the shingles tightly into
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the valley. Use normal shingle fastening
methods except th;lt

Valley centerline

no LIstener should be
within (i" of the valley

centerline

and

two fasteners should
be placed at the end
of each shingle crossing the valley.
Sn;lp a chalk line 2"
£i'om the centerline
of the valley on the
unshingled side. Then
apply shingles on the
ullShingled side. Trim
the shingles
are

:IS

they

being installed to
_
~
~

the chalk lines amI to
ensure

:1

Shingles trimmed 2" back ____________
.
from valley centerlrne
____________

neat instalLt-

tion.Tril1l 1" on a 45"
angle fi-om the upper corner of each end shingle upon illSuliation.This will direct water into the valley. Finally, embed the
end of each shingle in a 3" wide strip of asphalt plastic cement. (Sec Figure 31.)

Woven Valleys
The valley flashing should already be in place as described
earlier. Shingles on the intersecting roof surflces may be applied toward the valley frol11 both roof

36" wide roll roofing
(50 lb. or heavier)

areas sil11ultaneously
or each roof area llny
be worked separately
up to a point about 3'
fi-om the center of

Underlayment

~

No fasteners within
6" of centerline

Extra fastener in
end of shingle

the valley and the gap
closed later.
Regardless of which
procedure is fl1llowed,
apply the first course
along the eaves of
one roof area up to
ane! over the valley
with the last shingle
extending at least 12"
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Valleys
(continued)

onto the intersecting roof. Then apply the first course onto
the intersecting roofalong the eaves ;llld extend it across the
valley over the top of the shingles already crossing the valley
and at least 12" onto the other roofsurElce. Apply successive
courses altenntcly tl'orn the adjoining roofareas, we;lVing the
valley shingles over each other as shown in Figure 32. Press
each shingle tightly into the v;dley and f()llow the same nailing procedures as the closed cut valley.

Flashing

All areas on the roof surface where there is an intersection of roof
planes or a projection through the roof surElCe (i.e., chimneys,
vent stacks, dorlller walls, etc.) require "flashing." Flashing is the
construction procedure necessary to make these areas w;ltertight.
Careful attention to flashing details is essential to proper leak-tl-ee
roof performance.

Flashing Against Vertical Sidewalls
Roof planes that butt against vertical walls at the end of
shingle courses arc best protected by metal "flashing shingles"
placed over the end of each course, The method is cdled
"step flashing."
The metal flashing shingles are rectangular, 10" long and 2"
wider than the expected face of the rootlllg shingles. For
example, when used with strip shingles with a 5" exposure,
they are 10" x 7". The 10" length is bellt to extend 5" over
the roof deck and 5" up the wall surface. Each flashing unit
is placed just up roof from the exposed edge of the shingle
that will overlap it so that it is not visible when the overlapping shingle is in
place. (See Figure 33.)
To install step flashing, place tile first
fl;lshing lIllit over the
end of the st;lrter strip
alld position it so that the
tab of the end shingle in
the first course covers it
completely. Secure the horizontal flange to the roof with
two nails, Do not luil flashing to the wall as settling of the
roof could damage the seal. Theil apply the first course of
shingles up to the wall. Position the second step flashing strip
over the end shingle in the first course 5" up fi'om the butt
so that the tab of the end shingle in the second course covers
it completely. Fasten the horizontal flange to the roof. The
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second course of shingles tllllows, the end is flashed as in preceding courses and so on to the top of the intersection. Because
the metal strip is 7" wide
;111d roof shingles are hid
with a 5" exposure,
each flashing unit will
overhp the one on the
course below by 2".

Underlayment carried lip
onto sidewall 3" to 4"

Step flashing positioned
over shingle so that next
course of shingles covers
it completely
Siding serves as
counter flashing over
step flashing

Bring siding down
over the vertical sections of the step fhshing to serve as counter
flashing. Keep wood siding f:lI" enough away f)·om
the roof shingles so that it may
be p;linted. (See Figure 34.)

Flashing Against Vertical Front Walls
Apply shingles up the roof until a course lllust be trimmed to
fit at the base of the vertical wall. Plan ahead and adjust the
exposure slightly in the previous two courses so that the hst
course is at least B" wide. Apply a continuous piece of metal
flashing over the last course of shingles by embedding it in
asph;dt plastic cement and nailing it to the roof. The metal
thshing strip should be bent to extend at least 5" up the vertical wall and at least 4" onto the last shingle course. Do not
nail the strip to the wall. Apply an additional row of shingles
in asph;dt roofing cement (conforming to }\STM D 4586)
over [he 111etal flashing strip, trimmed to the width of the
strip. (See Figure 35.)
Bring siding down over the vertical flashing to serve as cap
flashing. Keep wood siding 1:11" enough away from the roof
shingles so that it Illay be painted. ])0 not nail siding into the
vertical flashing.

Adhere shingles
trimmed to (over
flashing strip

Nail flashing over cutouts
in course below

Siding

Asphalt plastiC cement
Top course at least 8' wide

Leave gap
similar to cutout
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If the vertical fi'ont wallllleets a sidewall, <1S in dormer construction, cut flashing so that it extends at least 7" around the
corner. Then continue up the sidewall with step flashing as
described earlier.

(continued)

Soil Stacks and Vent Pipes
Practically all dwellings have vent pipes or ventilators projecting through the roof that are circular in section and require
special flashing methods.
Apply shingles lip to the
vent pipe.Then Cllt a hole in
a shingle to go over the pipe
and set the shingle in asphalt
roofing cement conforming
to ASTM D 4586. (See Figure 36.) A preformed flashing flange that fits snugly
Shingle cut to fit over pipe and
set in asphalt plastic cement

Bead of asphalt plastic cement
between pipe and flange

over the pipe is then placed
over the shingle and vent
pipe and set in <1sphalt plastic cement. Place the flange
over the pipe to lay flat on
the roof. (See Figure 37.)
After the flashing is in place,
resume shingle application.
Cut shingles in successive
courses to fit around the
pipe and embed them in asph<1lt plastic roofing cement
where they overlay the
flange. Avoid excessive lise

Upper and side shingles overlap flange
and are set in asphalt roofing cement

of cement as it may caLIse
blistering. Do not drive fasteners close to the pipe.The
completed insLlllation should
appear as shown in Figure
38 with the lower part of
the flange overlapping the
lower shingles and the side
and upper shingles overlapping the flange.
Follow the same procedure
where a ventilator or exhaust stack is located at the
ridge, but bring the shingles
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up to the pipe fi-om both sides and bend the fbnge over the
ridge to lie in both roof planes, overlapping the roof shingles
at all points. Ridge shingles are then positioned to cover the
flange. Embed the ridge shingles in asphalt plastic cement
where they overlap the flange.

Flashing Around Chimneys
To prevent problems that uneven settling could cause, chimneys on older hOl11es were usually built on a sep:lrate foundation from that of the main
structure.This does not eliminate
possible differenti~ll settling between the chimney and the main
structure. It only fi-ees the chimney fi-ol1l the stresses and distortions that would be imposed
OIl it if both were on the
same foundation.
Because of these differential
movements, flashings at the
point where the chimney
projects through the roof
calls for a construction that
will allow movement without damage to the water
seal. To accomplish this, it is
necessary to apply apron
flashings that are secured to
the roof deck and counter
flashings that are secured to
the masonry. If movement
occurs, the counter flashing
slides over the apron flashing without ~ltTecting water
runoff.
Chimneys which project
through the roof surface
should have a cricket installed at the intersection of
the back face of the chimney and the roof deck. The
cricket (or wood saddle) is
an important clement ill
preserving the integrity of
the flashing that will be installed because it prevents
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Apron flashing applied o'ler shingles
and set in asphalt plastic cement
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the buildup of ice and snow at the rear of the chilllney and
diverts water runoff around the chimney. (See Figure 3').)

(continued)

The cricket should be in place fi-om the start because all roofing m:1teri:lls fi-om the felt underlayment to the roofing
shingles are carried over it. If it is not in place, build one as
part of the deck preparation
prior to applying underlaYlllent
and shingles.
Commonly, a cricket consists of
two

triangular

sectillllS

of

sheathing supported by appropriate fi-aming members,joined
to form a level ridge that extends fi-om the centerline of the
chimney back to the roof deck.
Nail the sections to the deck
and to each other along their
meeting edge.
Apply shingles up to the fi-ont edge of the chimney before any
flashings are installed. In addition, apply a coat of asphaltic masonry primer (conforming to ASTM D 41) to the chimney's
brickwork to seal the surface and to provide good adhesion :It
all points where asphalt
plastic cement will later

Coat of masonry primer

be applied.
Uegin the flashing construction with the insLlllation of 26-gaugc
corrosion-resistant metal
apron flashing between
the chimney and the
roof deck on all sides.
Apply the apron flashing to the fi-ont first as
shown 111 Figures 4()
and 41 011 the previous
page. Bend the apron
flashing so that the
lower section extends at
least 4" over the shingles
and the upper section
extends at least 12" up
the vertical hce of the
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chimney. Work the flashing firmly and smoothly into the
joint hetween the shingles and chimney. Set both the roof
and chimney overlaps in asphalt plastic cement placed
Flashing strip extends
up chimney at least 6"
over the shingles and on the
chimney face. The Hashing
lIlay be secured against the
chimney with one or two
nails driven into the mortar
joints to hold it in place
until tbe cement sets.
Use metal step flashing for
the sides of the chinmey,positioning the units in the
same manner as flashing a vertical
sidewall. Cut, bend and apply the step
flashing as shown in Figure 42. Secure
each flashing unit to the masonry with
asphalt plastic cement and to the deck
with nails. Embed the end shingles in
each course that overlaps the flashing in
asphalt plastic cement.
Place the rear cricket flashing over the
base :md the back of the chimney as
shown in Figures 43 through 45. Cut and
bend the metal cricket flashing to cover
the cricket and extend onto the roof surface at least 6". It should also
extend at least 6" up the
brickwork and far enough
laterally to lap the step flashing on tbe sides.

Nilil flash ng
to deck

Chimney brick
Seal joint with Portland
cement mortar

Step flashing

Shin~gl~e~~~~~~~~~~
Mortar Joint

Counter flashing

Iflarge enough, the base nuy
be covered with shingles.
Otherwise, apply the rear
apron flashing, bring the end
shingles in each course up to
the cricket and cement them
in place.
Counter flashings lIlust now
be placed over all apron,
cricket and step flashings for positive exclusion of water from
the joint. Begin by setting the metal counter flashing into the
brickwork as shown in Figure 46.This is done by raking out
a mortar joint to a depth of lIS" and inserting the bent edge
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of the flashing into the cleared joillt. Once in place and being under a slight amount of spring tension, the flashillg ClIlnot be dislodged easily. Refill the joint with Portland celllent
Illortar. Finally, bend the flashing down to cover the flashing
and to lie snugly against the masonry.

(continued)

Use olle continuous piece
of counter flashing on the
t"i·ont of the chimney as
shown in Figure 47. On
the sides and back of the
chimney, use several pieces
of similar-sized flashillg, trimming each to fit the particular location of brick joint alld roof pitch.
(See Figure 48.) Start the side units at the
lowest point and overlap each at least 3". As
this is a metal cricket, it should be left ul1shillgled
in case a leak occurs (a leak would Ilot be readily detectable if the cricket were shingled).

Hips and Ridges

Apply shingles up to a hip or ridge fi'ol11 both sides of the roof
before finishing the intersection. To facilitate finishing, adjust the
last few courses so that the ridge capping will adequately cover the
top courses of shingles equally on both sides of the ridge.
Some manufacturers supply special hip and ridge shingles and
specify how they should be applied. Hip and ridge shingles also
may be made from the 12" x 36"
strip shingles used to cover the
roof. Cut the strip shingles down
to 12" x 12" on three-tab shingles
or to a lllinimul1l of9" x 12" on
two-tab or no-cutout shingles.
Taper the lap portion of each cap

,,1
Direction of prevailing wind

....

Start here

5" exposure
~I
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shingle slightly so that it is narrower thall the exposed portion.
This produces ;1 neater job. (See Figure 49.)
To ;lpply the ridge shingles, bend each shingle along
the centerline so that it will extend an equal
distance on each side of the hip or ridge.
Chalk lines Illay assist in proper alignIllent. In cold weather, warm the shingle
until it is pliable bef()!"e bending. Apply
the shingles with ;1 5" exposure, beginning at the bottol1l of the hip or fj-OI1l
the end of the ridge opposite the direction of the prevailing winds.
See Figure OJ 1. Secure each shingle as illustrated in Figure 52 with
one fastener on each side, 5:1:>" back from the exposed end and 1"
up from the edge. Length of t~stener fen- hip and ridge shingles
should he Y," longer than recol1lmended for shingles.
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Asphalt strip shingles Illay be used on slopes ranging from 2"-4"
per foot if special procedures are f()llowed. Never use shingles 011
slopes lower than 2" per toot.

low Slope
Applications

Low slopes can lead to problems because water drains slowly from
these slopes, cre:lting the greater possibility of water backup and
damage frolll ice clams. The special application method described
below tor applying shingles on low slopes ensures that the roof
ITmains weather-tight.

Underlayment
On low slope applications, cover the deck with two layers of
non-perfc)rated asphalt saturated felt or one layer of an appropriate self-adhered eave and flashing membrane. Begin by fastening a 19" wide strip of underlayment placed along the
eaves and overhanging the drip edge by:;''' to .Yi". Place a full
width sheet over the starter with the long edge placed along
the eaves and completely overlapping the starter strip.
All succeeding courses will be a minimum of36" wide and
should be positioned to overlap the preceding course by
19". Secure each course by using only enough fasteners to
hold it in place until the shingles are applied. End laps should
be 12" wide and located at least 6' fi-om end laps in the preceding course.

Eaves Flashing for Ice Dam Protection
Wherever there is a possibility of ice buildup along the eaves
or a backup of water fi-om pine needles or leaves, cement all
laps in the underlaYlllent courses h-om the eaves to a point at
least 24" beyond the interior wall line of the building using
asphalt plastic rooting cement (conforming to ASTM D 4586)
or asphalt lap cement (conforming to ASTM D 3(19). The
cemented double ply underJayment serves as the eaves Hashing. (See Figure 52.)

To cOllStruct the e:lves flashing, cover the entire surface of
the starter strip with a continuous layer of aspkllt plastic
cement applied at the rate of 2 gallons per 100 ft.2; altermtively lap cement may be used at a rate of1 gallon per 100 ft.2
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low Slope
Applications

Consult with the individual manufacturer, as specificatiollS
may vary. Place the first course over the starter, pressing it
firmly into the cement.

(continued)

After the first course is in place, coat the upper 1SJ" with cement. Position the second course and press it into the cement.
rtepeat the procedure for each course that lies within the
eaves flashing distance. It is important to apply the cement

First and succeeding courses
are 36" wide with 19" lap

uniformly so that

[Note]
Self-adhered eave
and flashing
membranes are
commonly used for ice
dam protection. If one of
these products is used,
follow the
manufacturer's
application instructions.

the overlapping felt will
float completely on the cement
without touching the felt in the underlying course. Avoid excessive use of cement as it may cause blistering. I t is recolllmended that asphalt plastic cement conforming to ASTM
D 458() be used.
After completing the eaves flashing, secure each sLlccessive
course by using only enough fasteners to hold it in place until
the shingles are applied. Use care when walking on the eaves
flashing prior to application of shingles.
Deck

/

Self-sealing shingle

\

Underlayment

Asphalt plastic cement applied as shingles are installed;
Three·tab: 2 spot.s under eac~ tab
No-cutout: 4 spo:s under shingle
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Drip edge

Shingle Application
For increased wind resistance on low slope applications, either use self-sealing shingles that incorporate a factory applied adhesive or cement the tabs of free tab shingles to the
underlying course.To cement a free tab shingle to the underlying course, place a spot of asphalt plastic cement about the
size of a quarter under the corner of each tab (2 per tab).
Then press the tab into the adhesive. Be sure to cement all
tabs throughout the roof. Any of the shingle application
methods discussed ill Chapter 7 may be used on low slopes.

Recent architectural trends that make much greater use of steep
slopes have created radical departures from traditional roof concepts. ManS'lrd roofs are perhaps the best examples of these trends.

Steep Slope
Applications

Steep slopes tend to reduce the effectiveness of factory-applied
self-sealing adhesives especially on colder or shaded areas of the
roof. Thus, special ;Ipplication methods may be necessary.
The nlJximum slope on which shingles may be applied using
normal methods is 21" per foot. Application of shingles on roof
slopes exceeding this limit should follow the special method described below for strip shingles with a nominal 5" exposure. (Sec
Figure 53).
Application procedures for underlayments, drip edges, eaves flashing (if required) and other Hashings arc the same as those for normal slopes.

Shingle Application
Apply the shingles with fasteners recomll1ended by the roofing manufacturer. Also follow the roofing manufacturer's I"CColl1l1lendations as to the number of fasteners required per
shingle and their position. Do not drive LIsteners into or
above the f;lctory applied adhesive when self-sealing shingles
are used.
Immediately upon installation, cement each tab in place with
an asphalt plastic roofing cement recommended by the
shingle manuf;lCturer. Apply the adhesive ill spots equivalent
to the size of a quarter. For shingles with two or more tabs,
place a spot of cement under the corner of each tab (2 per
tab).Then press the tab into the adhesive. De sure to cement
all tabs throughout the roof. For no-cutout shingles, place
four (4) evenly spaced spots of cement under the exposed
portion of the shingle.
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Steep Slope
Applications

fi-om being trapped behind the sheathing. lfno ventilation is

(continued)

provided, the sheathing rnay buckle and the shingles may

It is also importallt that thorough ventilation be provided in
the space behind the roof deck to prevent moisture laden air

buckle and/or blister.
For strip shingles with !I1ore thall

~l 11 o III il];ll

:i" exposure,

refer to the roofing lllanuf;lcturer's application imtructions.
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Many ofthc procedures used for applying shingles on ncw roof, are
also fc)lIowed in reroofing. However, other procedures specifically
designed for reroofing applications have been developed to meet
the particubr requirelllcnts of this type of work. The differences
depend primarily on the type ofmateri:d that is on the existing roof,
its condition and whether the new roofing can be placed over it.

When starting a reroofingjob, the first step is to decide whether
the existing roofing should remain in place or be removed. COIllplete rellloval may be desirable in some cases :lI1d necessary in
others. I n general, rooE covered with wood shingles, asphalt
shingles, asphalt roll roofing, slate or built-up asphalt rootlng may
be left in pbce. Depending on local building codes, a maximum
of three rooE (original and two reroofs) lllay be installed before a
tearoffbecomes mandatory. Tile or ced:!r shake roofS must be removed becllIse of their irregular surfJce and the ditliculty in fastening through them.

Deck
Preparation

The main consideration, however, is the condition of the framing
beneath the existing roofbecause new material installed on top of
the old will add weight to the structure. The rooffrallling must be
strong enough to support these additional loads plus the weight
of the roofers and their equipll1ent.
Another important consideration is the fastening; anchorage th~lt
the existing deck will provide. If the deck has deterior;lted to the
point where it will not provide adequate anchorage for new roofing fasteners, it should be replaced.
Another i:lctor is the condition of the surface on which the new
roofillg will be applied. If the surface of old asphalt roofing or
wood shingles is warped, curled or badly weathered to the point
where providing a level surbce for the new material will be difficult, it should be removed. If the surbce is defective to the point
where it probably will not provide adequate protection as an
L1nderiaYlllent, if there are holes in the existing materials or if there
arc depressions or sagging that indicate possible structural problelllS, the surflce should be rCllloved :lI1c! remedial work performed on the underlying deck ~l11d roof structure, as necessary.
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Deck
Preparation
(continued)

Asphalt shingle rooE that have lost most or ~dl of their protective
mineral granules n13Y still be ~l satisfactory base for new asphalt
shingles provided the remainder of the roof structure is :ldcquate.
Wood shingles abo lllay be left in place 'lIld the surflce modified
where necessary to provide a relatively s11100th b~lse on which
new asph:llt shingles may be pbced.
Reg~lrdless of whether the existing material remains or 110t, inspect adjKent parts of the building for defects bef,xe st~nting to
reroof Repair or replace rotting or deteriorated wood trim. jf

necessary. refill chimney mortar joints ~lIld replace all worn flashings. Clean, rebuild, replace or reline gutters. Make sure there is
:ldequate under-roof ventibtion. (1() avoid condensation problems, a structure's ventibtion should be cardtdly ree"':lInined
when performing any type of remodeling, not only reroofing.)
After correcting or repairing problelll areas, cle~1ll all debris fl-om
the roof surElCe.
After all repairs arc llLldc and the deck is properly prep:ned, ~IP
plication of the shingles follows the same procedures as new construction with underlayments, drip edges, eaves flashing,
flashings and other flashings placed where necessary.

v~dlcy

Old Roofing Removed
Ifexisting rootIng must be rCllloved, completely strip the l11atcri:lls down to the mofdeck. I f the deck under wood shingles
or shakes consists of spaced sheathing, start removing old
shingles at the ridge so that broken material will not Elil
through the open sheathing into the attic where it will crC:lte
a tIre hazard and cle:1l1Up problem.])o llot install plywood over
spaced sheathing without providing adequ:lte ventibtioll.
Fbt-surflCed shovels are convenient for removing old asphalt
shingles, wood shingles, built-up rootlng and fe'lt underlayIl1t'lltS. Be surc that all old fasteners are removed frol11 the
surL\cc. Usc a pry bar to relllove soil stack and vent fhshings
if they ~lre not serviceable. Be clrcfid not to damage old Illetal
tlashings that lllay be used ,IS a pattern fc)r cutting llCW oncs.
If lllet;Jj cap tlashings at the chimney :md other verticall1lasonry \Nall interst'ctions have not dt'tcrioLlted, bend thell! up
out of the Vv·~ly so that they 1l1:1Y be lIsed :lgain. C:~lrefl1lly rel110ve shingles in these :!reas to :\Void chmaging rells:lble hase
ilashing. For safety. keep the deck clear of waste m~lterial as
the work proceeds. Sweep the deck de:m after ~1I1 old roof..
ing has been removed.
Inspect the deck to determine whether it is sOllnd. Make
whatever repairs arc ncCt'ssary to the existing mufti-aming to
strengthen it and to level and true the deck. ](epbce rotted,
damaged, warped or dei:llninated plywood or she~lthillg \vith
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approved material. Cover all large cracks, knot holes, loose
knots and resinous areas in the deck with sheet metal patches
nailed to the sheathing. RCl1love loose or protruding nails or
h:11l1ll1er thcm down. If the deck consists of spaced sheathing,
fill in all spaces with new boards of the same thickness as the
old deck or cover the entire area with decking of the type and
thickness required by local codes or the shingle marlllf;lcturer.
Sweep the deck clean again, then follow the application directions described in Chapter 7 felr new construction. Flashing details generally follow those fcn new construction but
nny diHer in some respects. The last section of this chapter
discusses reroofing flashing procedures.

Old Roofing Remains in Place
I'repaLltory procedures depelld on the type of e;;istillg roofing. Five situations are gener:llly encountered: asphalt shingles
over old asphalt shingles, over wood shingles, over roll roofing, over slate and over built-up roofing. Some shingles lLlVe
a greater tendency to reveal the unevenness of the surfJee
over which they arc applied. This phenomenon is known as
telcgLlphing, and lllay influence the choice of roofing nL1t('l"i:1I. If you believe telegraphing lllay be a problem, consult individual m:mufacturcrs f(.Jr advice before proceeding
with installation.
When taking measurements in :lIly of these situ;1tions, take
them at both r:1kes because it is not unusual to find a difference of several inches between Llkes on the saille roof. 13y
having this infc)rIllation befc)IT new shingles are applied, the
:1pplicator can COlllpellSate ft.)]" the ditltTencc in slllall increments over a series of courses.

Asphalt Shingles Over Old Asphalt Shingles
Inspect the existing roof t<.)]" loose, curled, lifted or broken
shingles, all of which should either be removed or nailed down.
RepLIce all missing shingles with new olles to provide an unbroken nailing b:lse ;lIld to eliminate bridging in the new
shillgles. Buckled shingles usu;llly indicate w;lrped decking or
protruding nails. RelLlil warped decking. Hamlller dowll all
loose or protruding nails or remove them and fastell the
shingle down in a new locltion. ll...cl1love ;dl badly \vorn drip
edges :lnd repbce thelll with new ones. Sweep the sllrflce
clc:tr1 befclIT applying new roofing.
If existing asphalt shingles :l1T the interlocking type, the size
;lIld shape of the shingles may result in an uneven surf1Ce. If
a sllloother b;lst' surbcc is desired, relllove the old shingles
and prepare the deck accordingly.
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Deck
Preparation
(continued)

Asphalt Shingles Over Old Wood Shingles
Remove all loose or protruding nails and renail the shingles.
Nail down any loose, split, badly curled or warped shingles
and renail the segments. Replace any missing shingles (do
not me the same nail holes tlJr renailing the shingles).

Jf shingles and trim ~lt the eaves and rakes are badly weathered and subject to high winds, cut back the shingles at both
locatiollS far enough to install an edging strip. The edging
should be a 1" x 4" to 1" x 6" board nailed firmly in place
with the outside edge projecting beyond the deck the same
distance as did the wood shingles. Install drip edges and
eaves flashing (as required).
Many wood shingles provide a smooth fastening slIrClce and
no further preparation is necessary although SOllle local
codes may require the use of a No. 30 felt underlaYll1ent. If
an old wood roof does not provide a desirable fastening surface but is still in t1irly good condition, it can be improved
with feathering strips placed along the butts of each course
of old shingles. The 1" x 4" or 1 " x 6" wood strips are beveled at the lower edge to meet the roof surface sllloothly
between each course of shingles. Install new sheet metal step
flashing, as needed.

Asphalt Shingles Over Old Roll Roofing
After determining that the slope is suitable for the application of shingles, slit any buckles or blisters in the existing roll
roofing. Press the segments flat against the deck and Llsten
them down to provide a smooth surbee.
l~ernove loose or protruding nails ~l11d place new Llsteners

nearby. Fasten down any lap joints that have sepaLHed completely or in p~lI-t. Trim old roofing that has been torn or
damaged to square or rectangular sides. Inspect the underlying deck for knots or resinous areas which should be covered with sheet metal patches in the S~lllle manner as Ilew
construction. Patch the tear in the roofing with a new piece
of roofing the same size as the trimmed area and nail the patch
ill place. Sweep the deck clean before applying new shingles.

Asphalt Shingles Over Old Slate Roofs
It is generally recol11mended that old slate roof, be removed
befl)re applying new asph~1lt shingles, although it is possible
to apply asphalt shingles successfully over this type of substrate by following the general recommendations described
below as well as those suggested by the individual shingle
l1Dnu6cturer.
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First, consider the tClllowing conditiollS which must be met
to lllake chis type of reroofing fe;lsible: (1) the old roof slates
lllust not be thicker thanYlr," ICommercial Standard Slatel,
(2) the roof deck lllllst be solidly sheathed and in good condition, and (3) the slates must not shatter when nails are
driven - no matter where the placement. After years of exposure, most slates will have become quite soti: and will receive needlepoillt nails with very little breakage or spalling.

[Note

J

Failure to follow these
general application
recommendations,

13egin by nailing down or removing any loose or projecting
slates to provide ;1 smooth surface for new roofing.The nails,
llsed for shingle application, must be long enough to pass
through the slates and penetrate the roof deck.

especially those of the
shingle manufacturer,
may result in a poor
roofing installation.
Local building codes
must be referred to for

Asphalt Shingles Over Old Built-Up Roofs
Built-up roofing on a slopes ranging from 2" to 4" per f()ot
be reroofed with asphalt shingles provided no insulation
exists between the deck and the felts. Remove any old slag,
gr,wel or other material that is in place, leaving the surbce of
IllJY

applicability and
requirements regarding
asphalt shingle
applications over old
slate roofs.

the underlying felts sll100th Jnd clean. (If a smooth, clean
smElce cannot be obtained, remove all of the old roofing and
fCJllow the procedures for reroofing when existing roofing is
removed.) Apply the asphalt shingles directly over the felts ill
the same nlJnner as that for new construction on low slopes.
If rigid insulation exists under the built-up roof, remove the
built-up roof and the insulation to expose the underlying
deck. Then follow the low slope application procedures outlined in Chapter fl.

If the old roofing has been removed, cover the deck with new
'lsphalt felt underlayment in the same manner as new construction. If the old roofing is not removed and new shingles will be

Underlayment

applied directly over the existing material, no additional underlayIllent is generally required because the old roofing serves the same
purpose as the underlayment. However, some local codes may require the lise ofa No. 3() asphalt saturated felt as an underlaYlllent
when reroofing over old wood shingles.

Jf reroofing over an existing roof whcre new caves flashing is required to protect against ice darns (the continual thawing and

tJ-eezing of snow and/or tIle backing up offi'ozen slush in gutters),
remove the old roofing to a point at least 24" beyond the interior
wall line and follow the severe icing JPplication instructions described 011 p;lge 43 for a normal slope or page 63 for a low slope.
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Eaves Flashing
(Ice Dams/Pine
Need Ies/leaves)
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Starter and
Succeeding
Courses

How the shingles afe applied depends on whether the existing
roofing has been removed or left in place and on the type of roofing material left in place.
If the old roofll1g has been removed or ifreroofing over old roll
roofing or built-up roofing, the shingle application procedures are
the same as those telr new construction. Wood shingle roof.; that
are modified by feathering strips also are shingled in the same
m:tn11l.T as new construction.
The situation that differs from new construction is the application
of new strip shingles over existing strip shingles.The nesting procedure, described below, minimizes any unevenness that might
result frol11 the shingles bridging over the butts of the old shingles.
It also ensures that the new horizontal fastening pattern is 2" below the old one. The nesting procedure, illustrated in Figure 54,
is based on the assumptions that the new roofing has a 5" exposure and the existing roofing has been installed with a 5" exposure and properly aligned. If new eaves flashing has been added,
snap chalk lines on it to guide the installation of the new shingles
until the courses butt against the existing courses.

Starter Strip
R.emove the tabs plus 2" or more frol11 the top of the starter
strip shingles so that the remaining portion is equal in width
to the exposure of the old shingles (normally 5"). Apply the
starter strip so that it is even with the existing roof at tbe
eaves. If self-sealing shingles are used for the strip, locate the
factory-applied adhesive along the eaves. Be sure the existing
shingles overhang the caves br
enough to carry water
into the gutter. If they
do not, cut the starter
strip to a width that
will. Do not overlap the
existing course above.
Remove 3" from the rJke
end of the first starter strip
shingle to ensure that joints betw·een
adjacent starter strip shingles will be covered when the first course is applied.

First Course
Cut 2" or more from the butts of the first course of shingles
so that the shingles fit between tbe butts of the existing third
course and the eaves edge of the new stJrter strip. Start at the
rake with a full-length shingle. Use four fasteners per shingle,
locating them in the same positions as in new construction
(%" above the cutouts and 1" and 12" ill. from the sides). Do
not fasten into or above the factory-applied adhesive.
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Second and Succeeding Courses
Use full-width shiJlgles. R.ell1ove 6" fi·om the rake end of the
first shingle in uch sLlcceeding course, through the sixth.
Repeat the cycle by starting the seventh course with :l full
length shingle. If the alignment of the existing shingles is
acceptable, simply place the top edge of the new shingles
against the butt edge of the old shingles in the course above.
The fidl-\vidth shingles used on the second course will reduce the exposure of the first course to J" but this area is usually concealed by gutters and the ;1ppearance should not be
objectionable. For the remaining courses, the 5" exposure is
autonLltic, coinciding with that of the existing shingles. As
in new construction, apply the shingles across and then di;lgon:dly up the roof.

The old roofing has been removed, flashing details genenllv follow those f(Jr new construction. However, if the existing flashings

Flashing

are still serviceable, they may be left in place and reused. If the old
roofing is left in pbce, some flashing application details may differ fi·om those fiJr new construction. These arc discussed in the
f()llowing sections.

Valley Flashing
If the existing roof has an open valley, build up the exposed
area of the valley with a mineral surfaced roll roofing (e.g.,
No. <)0) to a level flush with the existing roofing. Then install
new open v;dley flashing in the same manner JS new comtruction, overlapping the existing shingles.The preferred treatment,
however, is to construct a woven or closed cut valley with the
new shingles crossing over the VJlley filler strip.

Flashing Against A Vertical Sidewall:
Asphalt Shingles Over Old Asphalt Shingles
Continue :lligning the top edge of the new shingles against
the butt edge of the existing shingles. Trilll the new shingles
to within YI" of the existing step flashing. Embed the last 3"
of the end shingle in eJch course in asphalt pbstic cement.
Apply a bead of cell1ent with caulking gun at the joint betwccn the ends of the new shingles and the sidewall.

Flashing Against A Vertical Sidewall:
Asphalt Shingles Over Old Wood Shingles
Place either a 6" to i)" wide strip of a smooth coated roll roofing (e.g., No. 50) or a mineral surfaced roll roofing upside
down over the wood shingles that butt the WJIl sur[;1Cc. Fasten the strip along each side with the fasteners spaced 4" on
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Flashing

center. Cover the flashing strip with a thin layer of asphalt
plastic cement and embed the end shingle in each course
firmly ill it. Apply a bead of cement with a caulking gun at
the joint between the ends of the new shingles and the

(continued)

sidewall. (See Figure 55.)

Flashing Around Soil Stacks and Vent Pipes
Carefully examine the existing flashing around the pipe. If it
has deteriorated, remove the old tlashing and apply a new one
following the procedure described for soil stack and vent pipe
flashing in Chapter 7.
If the existing flashing is in good
condition, lift the lower part of
the flange and install new shingles
beneath it. (A heated putty knife
will help separate the cement
flange hom the existing roof.)
Cover the area under the flange
with asphalt plastic cement and
Bead of asphalt plastic
cement along end
/
of shingles ~"
• •
~
I "'-. ~ Starter "~ ~ strip
Drip edge ~

~

"- ~

set the flange back in place. Apply additional cement around
the outside of the pipe to protect
the joint between the pipe and
the flange. I~esu!1le applying

shingles up the roof. Cut shingles in successive courses to fit
snugly around the pipe and embed them in asphalt plastic cement. Do not drive any fasteners close to the pipe.

Flashing Around Chimneys
Carefully examine the existing flashings around the chimney.
If the flashings have deteriorated or if the chimney does not
have a cricket, remove the affected flashings and roofing and
follow the procedure described in Chapter 7 for flashing
around chimneys.
If the existing flashings are in good condition, lift the lower
part of the front base tlashing and install new shingles beneath
it. Cover the area under the flashing with asphalt plastic cement and set the flashing back in place.
At the sides of the chimney, trim the new shingles to within
YJ" of the existing step flashing. Embed the last 3" of e3Ch end
shingle in a thin layer of asphalt plastic cement and apply a
bead of cement with a caulking gun at the joint between the
ends of the new shingles and the flashings.
If the existing cricket flashing is metal, apply new shingles up
to the flashing and set the last 3" of each end shingle in cement. If the existing cricket has been shingled, treat as in the
section on "Valley Flashing" discussed earlier in this chapter.
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If the old roofing has been removed, apply hip and ridge shingles
in the same manner as new construction. If the existing roofing
has been left in place, the old hip and ridge shingles should be removed in order to obtain a level application and better fastener
anchorage. After the existing hip and ridge shingles have been
removed, finish the roof at the hips and ridges in the same manner as new construction.

Hips and Ridges

If old asphalt shingles with a 5" exposure are to be covered with
metric-size shingles, either a "bridging" or a "nesting" procedure
is accept:1ble. Either will provide good results when properly ap-

Metric Shingles

plied. The bridging method shown in Figure .::'6 requires fevver
shingles th:1l1 the nesting procedure illustrated in Figure 57. However, telegraphing of the underlying m:lterial may result when
the bridging method is used.
Nesting, which minimizes an
uneven :lppearance that can be
caused by the underlying materi:d,Il1JY also be used when applying metric-size shingles over
an existing roof of metric
shingles. (Sec Figure 58.) For
specific recol1ll11cndatiollS regarding bridging or nesting, contact the shingle l11anubcturer.

1. Starter strip 7 1/8" wide (tabs cut from shirgle)
2. first and succeeding courses consisting of full·width shin"lel

1. Starter strip 5" wide
2. first course 10" wide
3. Second and succeeding courses full·width shingles
Note: Exposure first course 1314"; All other courses 5" exposure

1. Starter strip 5 Sfs" wide
2. first course 11'/4" wide
3. Second and succeeding courses full-width shingles
Note: Exposure first course 31/8"; All other courses 5 S/8" exposure
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Individual shingles 3re manufactured in three bJsic types: hexagonal, giant and interlocking. Selection depends on many t'ictors,
including slope, wind resistance, coverage, aesthetics and econon1ics. Installation details vary according to the type of shingle used.

Preparation
Procedure

Reg:lrdless of the type of individu:1I shingle used 011 new construction, preparatory procedures are the same as those for applying strip shingles. Inspect the structure to determine if it is
:ldequately ventilated. Cover the deck with an asphalt saturated
felt underlayment. Snap horizontal and vertical chalk lines. Install
drip edges, eaves flashings (if required) and valley flashings.
When individual shingles are used flll" reroofing, make the same
preparations as those for reroofing with strip shingles. Evaluate the
condition of the existing roof to determine whether the old 111:1teri:Jlm:lY remain in place. Perform remedial work on the deck if
the old roofing is removed or on the existing roofing if it remains
in place. Install flashings as required.

Application

Hexagonal Shingles
Two types of hexagonal shingles are :wailable: those that arc
locked together by a clip and those tllJt have :1 built-in locking tab. (See Figure 59.) Both the clip-down :ll1d lock-down
shingles are relatively lightweight
and intended primarily t()I" reroofing over old roofing.
They may also be used at
times for new constructioll. For either applicatioll,
the slope should he 4" per
Typical clip-down shingle
foot or greater. Consult the
roofing m:1nUElcturer f;x
specific application instructions.

Typical lock-down shingle

Giant Shingles
This type of shingle, showll in Figure (,O, may
be used for new construction or reroofing depending on the method of application:
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Application
(continued)

CD Dutch Lap Method
This method is intended primarily for reroofing over old
roofing that provides a slllooth sur{;lCe and adequate ancborage for nailing. It 111ay 'llso be used to cover new
decks where single coverJge will provide the intended
protection. For either application, the slope should be 4"
per foot or greater. Consult the roofing manufacturer f()r
specific application instructions.

® American Method
This method of application may be used for new construction or reroofing. In either case, the slope should be
4" per foot or greater. Consult the roofing lllanuLlcturer
tor specific application instructions.

Interlocking Shingles
Interlocking shingles are m<1nuf.lCtured with

;111

integral lock-

ing device that provides immediate wind resist<1ncc.The shingles
may be used for reroofing over existing roofing on slopes recolllmended by the shingle manuf.Jcturer. They may also he
used for new construction depending on whether single or
double coverage is required. In general, single cover;lge interlocking shingles are not reco!1lmended for
new construction. Check local building codes
Center of
rotation

before applying them on new rooE.
The lootion of fasteners on the shingle is
essential to proper performance of the mechanical interlock. For best results, fi)lIow the
shingle lllanuLlcturer's specifications concerning Elstener placement. Also follow the
manufacturer's directions concerning application of the starter, first and sllcceeding courses.
Although interlocking shingles are self-aligning, they are flexible enough to allow limited

Center of
rotation

movement for al~llst1l1ellt.Thus,it is especially
important to snap horizontal and vertiCIl ch;llk
Jines to keep the work in alignment.
The integral locking tabs are m:1I1uElCtured

Combination inside and
outside locking tab

within close tolerances to ensure a definite
space relationship between adjacent shingles.
De sure, therefore, to engage the locking devices carefully and
correctly. Figure 61 illustrates two COIl1IllOn locking devices
used in interlocking shingles.

During installation, locking tabs on shingles along the rakes
and eaves may have to be removed in part or entirely.To prevent wind damage, shingles that have their locking tabs removed should either be cemented down or Elstened in place
according to the individual manufacturer's recoIlllllendations.
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ASph:llt roll roofing is typically manufactured in 36" wide sheets
and comes in a variety of weights, surfacings and colors. It is used
both as ;1 primary roof covering and a flashing Il1Jterial.
When I1lJximum service life is an important consideration, use
the cancelled nail III etil od ofapplicJtion.As a primary roof covering, roll roofing is used on slopes down to 2" per foot. The roofing is applied either parJllel to the eaves or parallel to the rakes.
The type of Ilail shall fit the application and have a length sufficient to penetrate YIlt into the deck or through the deck panel.
Store the material in a warm place on end until ready for use,
especiJlly during the colder seasons of the year. It is not good
practice to apply roll roofing when the temperature is below 45 oF.
If rolls arc handled below this temperature and have not been
stored as su ggested, warm them before unrolling to avoid cracking the coating. Then cut the rolls into 12' to 18' lengths and
spread thel11 in a pile on J smooth surface until they flatten out.
Before applying roll roofing, prepare the deck and install the necessary flashing in the same manner as described in Clupter 7 for
strip shingles. Valleys will be the open type, so follow the appropriate valley flashing procedures.
Because alJ rolJ roofing is applied with a certain amount of top and
side lapping, proper sealing of the laps is critical. Use only the lap
cement recommended by the roOflllg manufacturer. Store the
cement in a warm place until ready to use. The lap cement is asphalt based and contains solvents, therefore, take proper safety
precautions. Never heat lap cement directly over a flame. Do not
attempt to thin the cement by diluting it with solvent.
On all cementing, apply the cement in a continuous but not excessive byer over the full width of the lap.

[Warning]
Excessive amounts of
cement may cause
blistering of roll roofing.
Allow sufficient time for
volatiles to flash off.

Press the lower edge of the upper course firmly into the cement
until a small bead appears along the edge of the sheet. Using a
roller, apply pressure uniformly over the entire cement area. Unless otherwise noted by the roofing manufacturer, apply lap cement conforming to ASTM D 3019 3t the rate specified by the
coating manufacturer.
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Application
Parallel
to the Eaves

Concealed Nail Method
(Slopes of 1" Per Foot or Greater)
When using this method, narrow edging strips are placed
along the eaves and rakes before applying the roofing. Figure
62 illustrates the general installation procedure, including lapping, cement and nailing.

CD Edge Strips
Place 9" wide strips of roll roofing along the e;lVes Jnd
rakes, positioning them to overhang the deck YI" to .j,;".
Fasten the strips with rows ofnails located 1" and 8" from
the roof edge and spaced 4" on center in eJch row.

Top lap not

less than 3"

@

First Course

Position a full-width strip of roll roofing so that its lower
edge and ends are flush with the edge strips at the eaves
and rakes. Fasten the upper edge with nails 4" on center
Jnd slightly staggered. Locate the nails so that the next
course will overlap them a J1linimulll of 1". Lift the lower
edge of the first course and cover the edge strips with
cement according to the manufacturer's specifications. In
cold weather, turn the course back carefully to avoid damaging the roofing material. Press the lower edge and rake
ends of the first course firmly into the cement-covered
edge strips. Work hom one side of the sheet to the other
to avoid wrinkling or bubbling.
End Japs should be 6" wide and cemented over the full lap
area with the recommended cement. Nail the underlying
sheet in rows 1" and 5" from the end of the sheet with the
nails spaced 4" on center Jnd slightly staggered. End bps
in succeeding courses must not line up w'ith one another.
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@ Second and Succeeding Courses
Position the second course so that it overlaps the first
course at least ]" or as specified by the roofing 111~1I1Ut:1C
turer. Fasten the upper edge to the deck, cement the laps
and finish installing the sheet in the same manner as the
first course. Follow the same procedure fClr each successive courst'. Do not apply Ilails within I H" of the rake ulltil
ce1l1ent has been applied to the edge strip and the overlying strip has been pressed down.

®

Hips and Ridges

Trim, butt and nail the sheets as they meet at a hip or
ridge. Next, cut 12" x ]G" strips fi-om the roll roofing and
bend them lengthwise
1)0

to

lay Gil one each side of the joint.

not bend the strips in cold weather without first

\v:lrIlling thCll1.'Thcsc

vv·ill be lIsed

~lS

"shingles" to cover

the joint, each one overlapping the other by (," as shown
in Figure (,].

Start hips at the bottom and ridges at the end opposite the
direction of the prevailing winds. To guide the imtalbtion.
snap a chalk line 5;:'" fi·om and parallel to the Joint on
both sides. Apply asph~llt plastic cement evenly over the
entire area between ch~llk lines fi·ol11 one side of the joint
to the other. Fit the first f()lded strip over the joint and
press it firmly into the cement, driving two nails 5;:'"

fI~olll

the edge of the end th:lt will be lapped. Cover the Gil lap
on this strip with lap ce1l1ent. Then place the next strip
over it. Nail and cement in the same n1:1n11er as the first
strip. Continue the same procedure until the hip or ridge
is finished.
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Application
Parallel
to the Eaves

Exposed Nail Method
(Slopes of 2" Per Foot or Greater)
Figure (14 illustrates the general installation procedures, including lapping, cementing :llld nailing.

(continued)

CD First Course
Position a full-width sheet so that its lower edge ,md ends
overhang the eaves and rakes between ;;1" and ./"S". Nail
along a line W' to ;I," parallel to the top edge of the sheet,
spacing the nails 1~" to 2()" apart. This top nailing holds
the sheet in place until the second course is placed over
it and E1stened. Nail the eaves and rakes Oil a line 1" P:lraHel to the edges of the roofing with the nails spaced 3"
on center and staggered a bit along the eaves to :lVoid
splitting the deck.

~~~Lap~~~~!~~~:~~~In~~~j
"

<om,,'

Sheets overhang eaves
and rakes 114" to 3/8"

I f two or more
sheets lllust be used to

continue the course, lap them (i1l.Apply lap cement to the
underlying edge over the full lap width. Ernbed the overlapping sheet into it and fasten the overlap with two rows
of nails 4" apan and 4" on center within each row. Stagger the rows so that the spacing is 2" between successive
nails from row to row.

(1) Second and Succeeding Courses
Position the second course so that it overlaps the first
course by 2". Fasten the second course along the top edge
following the sallle nailing directions ,1S the first course.
Lift tbe lower edge of the overlapping sheet and apply lap
cement evenly over the upper 2" of the first course. Then
embed the overlapping sheet into it. Fasten the lap with
nails spaced 3" on center and staggered slightly. Place the
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nails not less thall Y," fi'ol1l the edge of the sheet. Nail the
rake edges in the sallle nnnner as the first course. Follow
the sallle procedure for each successive course. End laps
should be G" wide and cemented and nailed in the sallle
nL1l1ner as the first course. Stagger end laps so dut an end
lap in one course is Ilever positioned over the end lap ill
the preceding course.

G) Hips and Ridges
Trill1, hutt and nail the roofing as it Illeets ;It a hip or ridge.
Smp a chalk line on each side of the hip or ridge, located
5 Y;" frolll the joint and pJrallel to it. StJrting at the chalk
lines and working towJrd the joint, spread J 2" wide band
ofaspldt lap celllent
Figure ()5.)

011

e;lch side of the hip or ridge. (See

band of lap cement

Cut strips of
roll roofing 12" wide and bend them lengthwise along the
centerline so tlLlt they will lay 6" on each side of the hip
or ridge. [n cold weather, warm the roofing before bending it. Lay the bent strip over the joint and embed it in the
cement. Fasten the strip to the deck with two rows of
nails, one on eJch side of the hip or ridge. The rows
should be located ')ii" II'om the edges of the strip and the
nails spaced 3" on center. Be sure the nails penetrate the
cemented zone underIleath which will seal the nail hole
with asph;llt. End laps should be G" and cemented the
full lap distJnce. Avoid excessive lise ofccll1ent as it Illay
cause blistering.
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Application
Parallel
to the Rake

Concealed Nail Method
(Slopes of 1" Per Foot or Greater)
With this method, illustrated in Figure 66, the sheets are :lpplied vertically fi"om the eaves up. Lay the sheets out and let
them warm in the sun until they lie smoothly on a fbt surElCe. If you nail the sheets bet()fe they have tillle to rebx,
wrinkling may occur.

CD Edge Strips
Place 9" wide strips of roll roofing :llong the eaves and
rakes. Placement and nailing of these strips is identical to
the description found in the concealed nail method for
application parallel to the eaves.

@ First Course
Position the first sheet so it is tlush with the edge strips :It
the rake and eaves. Fasten the upper edge with nails located 1" and 5" from the top edge of the sheet with the

Deck

firmly embed
exposed area in cement

nails sp:lCed 4" on
center CarefuLly lift the first sheet back and cover both edge
strips with an even layer of plastic cement. Remember
that excessive alllounts of plastic cement may cause blistering. Press the sheet firmly into the cement. Work ti"om
the top of the sheet down to avoid wrinkling or bubbling.
End bps should be a minimum of 6" wide. Fasten the
length of the end lap with nails 4" on center and slightly
staggered. Locate the nails so that tbe next sheet \vill overlap them a minimum of 1", End laps should be cemented
over the full lap area with recommended lap cement.
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Top laps should be a lllinilllulll of (," wide. Stagger the top
bps of adjoining sheets to prevent a buildup where the
sheets intersect. End laps should be celllented over the full
lap area with the recolllmended lap cement.

® Second and Succeeding Courses
Position the second course so that it overlaps the first
course at least (,". Fasten the upper edge to the deck, cement the laps and finish installing the sheet in the same
manner as the first course. Do not apply nails within I W'
of the rake until ceillent has been applied to the edge strip
and overlying strip has been pressed dowll.l~ell1el1lbcr to
apply all cement in a continuous, but !lot excessive, layer
over the fldl width of the lap. Press the edge of the sheet
into the cement until a sll1all bead appears at the lap. Use
a roller to apply uniform pressure ovcr the entire cemented ~lre;1.

@) Hips and Ridges
Finish the roof at these joints in the same manner as the
concealed nail method of application parallel to the eaves.
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Double coverage roll roofing is a 3()" wide sheet of which 17" are
intended f(Jr exposure and 19" f()r a selvage edge. It provides
double coverage for the roof and may be used
I" per foot.

011

slopes down to

The 17" exposed portion is covered with granules while the 1 <.J"
selv;1ge portion is finished in various l1lanners depending on the
l11anufacturer. Somc saturate tbe selvage portion with asphalt;
sOllle saturJte and coat it.
The selvage edge and all end laps should be cel1lented according
to the nl:lnUflcturer's recommcndations. Thus, it is important to
know the requirements of the particubr product being used and
fCJllow the rooting lllanuflCturcr's directions concerning the type
and quantity of adhesive. Unless otherwise noted by the roofing
lllanuflCturcr, apply asphalt lap cement conforming to ASTM
]) 301 <.J at the rate ofl gallon per 100 ft." of covered area or as ITComlllendcd by coating Illanuflcturer.
Make certain there is adequate roof drainage to eliminate thc
possibility of water standing in puddles. This is espeeially important on the low slopes on which double coverage roofing is commonly used. Choose the correct type and length of nail to fit the
;lpplication.The flstener should be able to penetrate the deck 'W'
or through the deck panel.
Observe the same precautions concerning storage, application
temperature and warming of the rolls as those described in Chapter 11 for single coverage roll roofing. Similarly, store asphalt cements in ;1 warm place until ready for usc.
Application of double coverage roll roofing may be parJllel to the
eaves or parallel to the rake. Although 19" selvage roll roofing is
discLlssed here, allY roll roofing Il13Y be applied in the same manner to obtain double coverage if the lapped portion of the sheet
is 2" wider than thc exposed portion.
13efcwe applying the roofing, prepare the deck and illStall flashings
in the same manner as described in Cbapter 7 for strip shingles.
Valleys will be the open type, so follow the appropriate valley
flashing procedures.
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Application
Parallel
to the Eaves

Starter Strip
r~emove the 17" grallule-surLced portion from a sheet of
double coverage roll roofing. Place the remaining 19" selvage
portioll parallel to the eaves so that it overhangs the drip edge
W' to Yx" at both the e:lves and Dkes. Fasten it to the deck
with two rows of nails, one on a line 5" fro1l1 the top edge of
the strip, the other on a line 1" above the lower edge. Space
the nails 12" on center, slightly staggering them in e;lCh row.
(See Figure ()7.)

Asphalt
lap cement

19" selvage starter strips overhang eaves
and rakes
to lis"

'1,'

First Course
Cover the entire starter strip with asphalt plastic cement.
Avoid excessive use of cement as it may cause blistering.Then
position a fllll-width sheet over it. Place the sheet so that the
side and lower edge of the gramde-surElCed portion arc flush
with the rake and eaves edges of the starter strip. Fasten it to the
deck with two rows of nails in the selvage portion. Locate the
first row 5" below the upper edge and the second row 9" below the first with the nails spaced 12" on center and staggered.

Succeeding Courses
Position e:lch sllcceeding course so that it overbps the tid 1
19" selvage width of the course below and nail the selvage
portion in the same manner as the first course. Carefully turn
the granule portion of the sheet up and apply cement to the
full selvage portion of the underlying sheet. Spread the cement to within YJ" of the edge of the exposed portion. Press
the overlying sheet firmly into the cement. Apply pressure
over the entire lap using a broom or light roller to ensure
complete adhesion between the sheets. It is important to
apply the cement so that it tlows to the edge of the overlying
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sheet under the applicltion pressure. Avoid excessive use of
cement as it 111ay ClUse blistering. Follow the roofing
man u factu rer's ITcollll11endati ons.

End laps
All end laps should be 6" wide. Fasten the underlying granule-surf:lced portion of the lap to the deck with a row of nails
1" fi'olll the edge. Space the nails 4" on center. Then spread
asph~dt plastic cement evenly over the lap area. Embed the
overlying sheet in the cement and secure the selvage portion
of the sheet to the deck with nails on 4" centers in a line 1"
from the edge of the !Jp. Stagger all end laps so th:lt those in
successive courses do not line up with one :lIlother.

With this method, the sheets are applied vertically £i'om the ridge
down. Begin by applying starter strips to both rakes using the same
procedures as ill horizontal applicJtion. Cover the starter strip
with ];lp cement :lIld apply a full-width sheet over it as the first
course. Position all end laps so that the upper sheet overlies the
lower one, thereby carrying drainage over the joint rather than
into it. The remainder of the application is then the same as that
fc)r parallel to the eaves. Figure 6~ shows the general arrangement
for application parallel to the rake.

[Caution]
Never cement roll
roofing directly to the
deck. This will ensure
that the sheets do not
split due to deck
movement. To make
certain that roll roofing
is not cemented to the
deck when hot
application is allowed,
nail down a base sheet.

Application
Parallel
to the Rake

course

19" selvage starter strips overhang
eaves and rakes 1/4' to lis"
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Hips and Ridges

For both applications, trim, butt and nail the roofing sheets as they
meet at a hip or ridge. Snap chalk lines 5;;''' fi-om and parallel to
the Joint on each side to guide the installation.
Next, CLlt 12" x 36" strips of roll roofing that include che selvage
portion. Bend the strips lengthwise to lie (," 011 either side ofche
joint. In cold weather, be sure to warm the strips before bending.
Start applying the strips at the lower end of the hip or at the end
of the ridge opposite the direction of prevailing winds.
Cut the selvage portion from one strip to use as a starter. Fasten
this strip in place by driving nails 1" li·om each edge and 4" on
center over the tlIlllcngth. Cover it completely with asphalt pbstic ccment. Fit the next t()ldcd strip over the starter and press it
tlrlllly into the cement, nailing it in the salllc manner as the starter
but only in the selvage portion. Continue the process until the hip
or ridge is completed. Figurc ()lJ illustrates the procedure.

.~sphalt lap cement

Starter (selvage only)

Double
cover,lge roll
roofing is tl"equently

used on sheds which COI1tain no hips or ridges.To finish this type of roof, trim and nail the
selvage portion of the last course to the edge of the roof. Then
trim the exposed, granule-surfaced portion that had been cut
fr0111 the starter strip to fit over the final selvage portion and cement it in place. Finally overby the entire edge with llIetal tbshing and celllcnt it in pbce.
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A quality installation is dependent

011

roofillSpcctions durillg ap-

plication in addition to the final roof inspection upon completion.
It offers the applicator a number of opportunities to make ccrtJin
that the materials arc properly placed, properly fastened and

111

good condition.
Upon final inspection, give the roof one last cleaning. I"temove
;1I1Y loose shingles, cuttings, nails, wood shavings, boards or other
debris th;1t has been left lying on the roof. lz.e1l1ove anv debris
fi-orn valleys 'llH.i gutters to ensllre that they are unobstructed and
will clrry water away quickly and efficiently.
Damaged shingles cause leaks and detract from the appearance of
the finished job_ So be sure to inspect the finished roof for any
broken, torn or damaged shingles. Remove dannged shingles by
dravving the f.lsteners fi-om the damaged shingle ,md the one immediately above it. Carefi111y fit ;1 new shingle into place, fasten
and hand seal both shingles.
Inspect all areas on which asphalt cements have been used to ensure that the materials have adhered properly and there are no
bubbles in the roofing. If re-cementing is required to obtain a
good bond, cncfLilly lift the overlying material to avoid dam;lging it, apply the cement and work it thoroughly into the material.
P... cpbce the overlying byer, pressing it firmly into the cement.
Regardless of the type of asphalt roofing material used, check for
proper fastening. Fasteners should not be exposed unless the installation procedures specifically call for exposure. No f:lsteners
should protrude hom or be driven into the surfICe of the roofing
material. Se;lt all protruding Elsteners if they are otherwise improperly placed. I f a protruding fastener must be driven properly
or repbced, remove any bent or incorrectly placed fasteners as
well as any that are driven too [.11" into the surf.1Ce of the 'lsphalt
roofing. Then pack the hole with asphalt plastic cement and drive
new fastL'nt'r nearby.

;1

13ef(JrC leaving the roof, examine the entire roof area for overall

appearance and allY defects that might have been overlooked at
closer range.
lz.e111ove scaft()lding and ladders carefully to avoid scrapillg the
siding, breaking windows, breaking tree branches or damaging
shrubbery.
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Thoroughly clean the site of roofing materials, cuttings, scraps,
wood and any other debris remaining fro111 the roofing work. If
possible, before leaving the job, have the owner make a final inspection of the grounds and obtain his approval of the work.

Shading

As a completed asphalt shingle roof is viewed from different
angles, certain areas may appear darker or lighter. This difference
in appearance is called shading. Shading also depends on the position of the sun and the overall intensity of light. For example,
slanting sun rays emphasize shading, while direct, overhead rays
cause cDlor shading to disappear.
Shading is a visual phenomenon that in no way affects the performance of the shingles. It occurs primclrily as a result of normal
manufacturing operations that produce slight ditferences in surface texture that cannot be detected during the production process. These unavoidable variatiollS in texture simply affect the way
the surLlCe reflects light.
Shading is usually 1110re noticeable on black or dark-colored shingles
because they reflect only a small part of the light shining on therll,
magnifying the slight differences in surf;lce texture. White and
light-colored shingles reflect a great amount of light, diminishing
observ~lble shading differences. Blends made fi:orn a variety of
colors ~lctually tend to camouflage shading, with lighter colored
blends reducing the effect of shading more than darker blends.
"Racking" or straight-up application accentuates shclding. For this
reason, be sure shingles are applied across and diagonally up the
roof This blends shingles t1-01ll one bundle into the next, minimizing any shade variation from one bundle to the next.
Shading lllay alw occur when the backing material used to keep
shingles fi-om sticking together in the bundle rubs otf onto the exposed portion of a shingle. Staining may also appear in shingles
that have been stacked too high or oyer too long a period of time.
This type of shading develops because oflllinor staining trom the
oils contained in the asphalt coating. In either oftbese cases, natural
weathering will usually eliminate the problem over a period of time.
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Properly installed aspl131t roofing products will provide years of
protection. Even so, there are certJin Jspects of roof care such JS
those listed below that the owner should be made aware of to ensure n13ximu1l1 roof performance.
Never paint or coat asphalt roofing to change its color or give the
roof a "new" look. The lise of paint or cOJtings 1l1JY void the
manufacturer's warranty. Consult the individual manufacturer.
Keep gutters and roof sllrGlces clear of fallen leaves, pine needles.

twigs and other litter so that water will drain freely.
Never allow water from a downspout to pour directly onto J roof
below. COllnect an upper story downspout to a lower level gutter
with drains installed 011 the lower roof
Keep trees trimmed to prevent brJnches fi'om scuffing the roof
surf:lce. Keep climbing roses, vines and ivy trimmed back fi'oJ11
the roof.
When reJ110ving snow or ice fi'om a valley or other roof area, do
it cJrefLdly to avoid damaging the roof For safety, use a bro0111 or
long extension pole. Never climb onto a wet or snow-covered roof.
Make annual inspections of the roof to evaluate its general condition and detect any potentiallcakage problems before they develop.
The best tillle f()r an inspection is the spring after severe weather
conditions (;lI1d the damage they iliaI' have inflicted) have passed.
In addition, the weather is idcll for repairs if they are necessary.
Inspect the underside of the roof deck fi'om the attic to detect leaks.
Flashings are the Illost vulnerable points.Therefc)1'C, inspect the underside urefully at all flashing points for evidence ofleabge such
as water stains. r~e11lember that in cooler climates, water stains Illay
be due to condensation as a result of inadequate attic ventilation.
Where problems are identified, call ill a competent roofer to make
an actual oll-roof inspection and any repairs that are necessary.
Limit walking on roofs to a minimum to avoid damaging the
surt:lce.When workmen have to climb onto the roof to service or
install a chimlley, solar collector, television antenna or other roof
element, require them to use care to protect the roofing.
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Whenever a new element is added to the roof, lllake cert:lin
proper Ibshing procedures ~lre followed to maintain the integrity
of the roofing. Be sure anchors are made Of;l noncorrosive lllateri;ll to eliminate the possibility of metal discoloration or "iron
staining" on the roof

Algae
Discoloration

A type of roof discoloration clUsed by algae and cOlllmonly ITferred to as "fungus growth" is ~l fi-equent problem throughout the
country. It is often mistaken for soot, dirt, moss or tree droppings.
The algae that cause this discoloration do not feed

OJ]

the roof-

ing material and, therefore, do not affect the service life of the
roofing. However, the natural pigments in the ;ligae lllay gradually turn a white or light roof dark brown or black over a period
of years.
Algae discoloration is difficult to remove fi-oll1 roofing surfaces but
it lTlay be lightened with a diluted cleaning solutioJl. (Contact the
appropriate manufacturer for details). Sponge the solution on the
roofing gently; scrubbing will loosen and remove granules. Apply
the solution carefully to avoid damaging other p;lrts of the building and! or the surrounding landscape. If possible, work II-om a ladder or walkboards to avoid walking directly on the roof surElce.
Observe safety precautions whenever working on or near the roof.
After sponging, rinse the solution off the roof with a hose.

[Caution

1

This process will make
the roof slippery and
potentially hazardous
during treatment.
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The effectiveness of such cleaning is only temporary and the discoloration may recur. However, several types of algae resistant
roofing have been developed and are now commercially ;lVailable.
These asphalt roofing products arc specifically designed to inhibit
most algae growth for extended periods of time.
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Algae Discoloration: A type of roof discoloration caused by :dg:le.
Commonly called filllgUS growth.
American Method: Appliotion of giant individual shingles with the
long dimension parallel to the rake. Shingles arc applied with;l /:1" space
between adjacent shingks in a course.
ASTM: Allll'rican Society f()r Testing and M:ltcrials. A voluntary organiz:ltion concerned with developlllent of consenSllS standards. testing
procedures and specifications.
Asphalt: A bituminous waterprooting agent applied to roofing materials
during In~11111t;lctllre.

Asphalt Roofing Cement: An asphalt-based cellll'llt used to bond
roofing lll:lteri;lls. Also known as fbshing cement or mastic:; should
conform to ASTM J) -t:itlii (Asbestos Free) or ASTM D 2tl22 (Asbestos C:ollt:1ining).

Back Surfacing: Fine mincralmatter applied to the back side ofshingks
to keep them fl'om sticking together.
Base Flashing: That portion of the flashing atuched to or resting on the
deck to direct rhe flow of water onto the roof covering.
Blisters: Bubbles that

111:1Y

appear

011

the surflce of asphalt roofing aftt'l'

illStalhtion.
Brands: Airhorne burning embers reic:lsed fi'om a tire.
Bridging: .A lllethod of rerooting with metnc-sized shingles.
Built-Up Roof: A fbt or low-sloped roofcollSisting oflllultiplc l:iyers of
asphalt and ply sheets.
Bundle: A p:lcbge of shingles. There :He typically 3,4 or 'i bundles per
square.
Butt edge: The lower edge of the

......

shingle tabs. (Sec Figure A.)

.. ..... _._ .... _... _.. __

Head lap

f-,'---•. --., --., -..-,. -,.--[.-;..-...-,-..-...-,-, ...-:-n·-..,-..;.,- - : -- -;

Caulk: To fill ajoint with mastic or
asphalt cement to prevent leaks.

1)

~T
Exposure

Cement: Sec Asplult I'bstic [(ooring

C~l'1l1L'1lt.

But edge

Chalk line: A line 111:lde on the roof by sl1:lpping a taut string or cord
,lusted with ch:dk. Used (or :dignlllent purposes.
Class "A": The highest fire-resistance rating for roofing as per ASTM
E I ()tl. J ndicates roofing is :dole to withstand severe e"posure to fire
originating fi'Oll1 sources outside the building.

Class "B": Fire-resistance rating tlL1t indicates roofing IILlterials is :Ible
to withstand moderate exposure to fire originating from sources
outside the building.
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Class "C": Fire-resistance rating that indicates roofing materi:d is able to

withstand light exposure to fire originating fi'om sources outside the
buildillg,
Closed Cut Valley: A 111ethod of valley tre,](tllent in which shingles from

one side of the valley extend across the valley while shingles fi'om the
other side are trimmed 2" ii'olll the valley centerline. The valley
fl:lshing is not exposed.
Coating: A layer of viscous asphalt applied to the base 11l:lteri:l1 into

which gr:lnules or other surf:lcing is embedded.
Collar: Pre-formed flange placed over a vem pipe to seal the roofarollnd

the vent pipe opening. Also called

:I

vent sleeve.

Concealed Nail Method: Application of roll roofing in which all mils

are driven into the underlying course of roofing and covered by a
cemented, overlapping course. Nails arc Ilot exposed to the weather.
Condensation: The ch:lnge of water ii'om vapor to liquid when warm,
moisture-laden :lir comes in contact with a cold sllrf:lce.
Counter Flashing: That portion of the fl:lshing attached to a vertical

suri:lce to prevent water ii'om migrating behind the base flashing.
Course:.A. row ofshinglcs or roll roofing running the length of the roof.
Coverage: Amount of weather protection provided by the roofing

material. Depends on number of layers of material between the
exposed surface of the roofing and the deck; i.e., single coverage,
double coverage, etc.
Cricket: A peaked saddle construction at the back of a chimney to

prevent accumulation of snow and ice and to deflect water around the
chill1I1CY·

Cutout: The open portiollS of a strip
shingle between the ubs. (Sec Figure A.)
Deck: The surf:lce, installed over the

supporting ti'alllins members, to which
the roofing is 'Ipplied.
Dormer: A h:l1l1ed window unit projecting through the sloping plane of a roof

(See Figure 13.)
Double Coverage: Application of asphalt roofing sllch that the Lrpped
portion is at least 2" wider than the exposed portion, resulting in two

layers of roofing 1l1:lterial over the deck.
Downspout: A pipe for draining water fi'olll roof gutters . .Also called
a leader,
Drip Edge: A nOll-corrosive, non-staining lIt:1teri:d lIsed along the eaves

and rake:s to allow water rL1n-offto drip clear of underlying construction.
Dutch Lap Method: Application of giant individual shingles with the

long dilllellSion parallel to the eaves, Shingles are applied to overLrp
adjacent shingles in each COllrse 'IS well as the course below.
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Eaves: The horizontal, lower edge of a sloped roof (See Figure 13.)
Eaves Flashing: Additional layer of roofing material applied at the eaves

to help prevent damage fi'om water hack-up.
Edging strips: Boards n'liled 'llong caves 'lnd rakes :lfter cutting bJck
existing wood shingles to provide secure edges for reroollng with

asphalt shlllgies.

Ell: An extension of a building at right angles to its length.
Exposed Nail Method: Application of roll rootIng in which all nails :m:
driven into the celllented, overlapping course of rootIng. Nails are

exposed to the weather.
Exposure: That portion of the rooting exposed to the weather aftn

instdlation. (See Figure A.)
Exposure I Grade Plywood: Type of plywood approved by the American Pi;,,'\vond Association for exterior

lISC.

Feathering Strips: T:lpered wood filler strips placed along the butts of
old \vood shingles to create a level sllrElce \vhen reroofing over existillg

wood shinglt' roots. Also called horsefeathers.
Felt: Fibrous lllatcri:11 saturated with asphJlt and uscd as In undcrlaYlllellt
m sheathing p'lper.

Fiberglass Mat: An asph:dt rootIng base materiJI m'llluf;)Ctured li'Olll

glass tlbers.
Flashing: Pieces ofnletal or mil roofing used to prevent seepage of water

into:1 building arOllnd ,my intersection or pn)jection in a roof slich 'lS
vent pipes, chimneys, adjoining walls, dormers and valleys. C;:dvanized
meLlI flashing should be minimum 21i-gauge.
Flashing cement: See Asph,t1t I'Ltstic jl,.oollng Cement.
FM: Factory Mutual Research Corporation.
Free-Tab Shingles: Shingles th:lt do not contain f;lctory-applied strips or

spots of self-scaling 'ldhesive.
Gable: The upper portion ofa sidewall that comes to;l triangular point
;)t

the ridge of a sloping roof (Sec Figure 13.)

Gable Roof: A type ofroofcont:lining sloping planes of the samc pitch
011 e:lCh side of the ridge. COnt;lillS ;1 g'lble :It each end.
Gambrel Roof: A type of roof containing two sloping planes of differcnt

pitch on each side of the ridge. The lower plane has a steeper slope than
the upper. Cont:lins :1 g;lble ;)t e'lch end.
Granules: Ceramic-coated colored crtlshed rock that is applied to the
exposed sllrt:lcc of asphalt rootIng products.
Gutter: The trough that channels water II'om the caves to the downspouts.
Head Lap: Shortest distance from the butt edge of;)n overlapping shingle

to the upper edge of a shinl-ilc in the second course below. The triple
cover;)ge portion of the top lap of strip shingles. (See Figure A.)
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Hexagonal Shingles: Shingles that have the appearance of a hexagon
after installa tion.
Hip: The inclined external angle formed by the intersection of two
sloping roof planes. Runs from the ridge to the eaves. See Figure 13.
Hip Roof: A type of roof containing sloping planes of the same pitch on
each of four sides. Contains no gables.
Hip Shingles: Shingles used to cover the inclined external angle formed
by the intersection of two sloping roof planes.
Horsefeathers: See Feathering Strips.
Ice Dam: Condition formed at the lower roof edge by the thawing and
re-freezing of melted snow on the overhang. Can force water up and
under shingles, causing leaks.
Interlocking Shingles: Individual shingles that mechanically fasten to
each other to provide wind resistance.
Laminated Shingles: Strip shingles containing more than one layer of
tabs to create extra thickness. Also called three-dimensional shingles or

architectural shingles.
Lap: To cover the surface of one shingle or roll with another.
Lap Cement: An asphalt-based cement (conforming to ASTM D 3019)
used to adhere overlapping plies of roll roofing.
Low Slope Application: Method of installing asphalt shingles on roof
slopes 2"- 4" per foot.
Mansard Roof: A type of roof containing two sloping planes of different
pitch on each of four sides. The lower plane has a much steeper pitch
than the upper, often approaching vertical. Contains no gables.
Masonry Primer: An asphalt-based primer used to prepare masonry
surfaces for bonding with other asphalt products.
Mastic: See Asphalt Plastic Roofing Cement.
Mineral Stabilizers: Finely ground limestone, slate, traprock or other

inert materials added to asphalt coatings for durability and increased
resistance to fire and weathering.
Mineral-Surfaced Roofing: Asphalt shingles and roll roofing that are

covered with granules.
Nesting: A method of reroofing with new asphalt shingles over old
shingles in which the top edge of the new shingle is butted against the

bottom edge of the existing shingle tab.
No-Cutout Shingles: Shingles consisting of a single, solid tab with no
cutouts.
Non-Veneer Panel: Any wood based panel that does not contain
veneer and carries an APA span rating, such as wafer board or oriented

strand board.
Normal Slope Application: Method of installing asphalt shingles on roof

slopes 4" - 21" per foot.
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Open Valley: Method of valley construction in which shingles on both

sides of the valley are trimmed along a chalk line snapped on each side
of the valley. Shingles do not extend across the valley. Valley flashing
is exposed.
Organic Felt: An asphalt roofing base material manufactured from

cellulose fibers.
Overhang: That portion of the roof structure that extends beyond the

exterior walls of a building.
Pallets: Wooden platforms used for storing :md shipping bundles of
shingles.
Pitch: The degree of roofincline expressed as the ratio of the rise, in feet,

to the span, in feet.
Ply: A layer of roofing (i.e., one-ply, two-ply).
Quick-Setting Cement: An asphalt-based cement used to adhere tabs of
strip shingles to the course below. Also used to adhere roll roofing laps

applied by the concealed nail method.
Racking: Roofing application method in which shingle courses are

applied vertically up the roof rather than across and up. Not a recommended procedure.
Rafter: The supporting framing member immediately beneath the deck,

sloping from the ridge to the wall plate.
Rake: The inclined edge of a sloped roof over a wall. (See Figure 13.)
Random-Tab Shingles: Shingles 011 which tabs vary in size and exposure.
Release Tape: A plastic or paper strip that is applied to the back of selfsealing shingles. This strip prevents the shingles from sticking together

in the bundles, and need not be removed for application.
Ridge: The uppermost, horizontal external angle formed by the inter-

section of two sloping roof planes. (See Figure 13.)
Ridge Shingles: Shingles used to cover the horizontal external angle

formed by the intersection of two sloping roof planes.
Rise: The vertical distance from the eaves line to the ridge.
Roll Roofing: Asphalt roofing products manufactured in roll form.
Roofing Tape: An asphalt-saturated tape used with asphalt cements for

flJshing and patching asphalt roofing.
Run: The horizontal distance from the eaves to a point directly under the
ridge. One half the span.
Saturant: Asphalt used to impregnate an organic felt hase material.
Saturated Felt: An asphalt-impregnated felt llsed as an underlayment

between the deck and the roofing material.
Self-Adhered Eave and Flashing Membrane: A self-adhering water-

proofing shingle underlayment designed to protect against water
infiltration due to ice dams or wind driven rain.
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Self-Sealing Shingles: Shingles containing f:lctory-applied strips or

spots of self-sealing adhesive.
Self-Sealing Strip or Spot: Factory-applied adhesive that bonds shingle
courses together when exposed to the heat of the sun after application.
Selvage: That portion of roll roofing overlapped by the succeeding

course to obtain single or double coverage at the lap.
Shading: Slight differences in shingle color that may occur as a result of
normal manufacturing operations.
Sheathing: Exterior grade boards llsed as a roof deck material.
Shed Roof: A roof containing only one sloping plane. Has no hips,

ridges, valleys or gables.
Single Coverage: Asphalt roofing that provides one layer of roofing

material over the deck.
Slope: The degree of roof incline expressed as the ratio of the rise, in

inches, to the run, in feet.
Smooth-Surfaced Roofing: Roll roofing tllat is covered with ground

talc or mica instead of granules (coated).
Soffit: The finished underside of the eaves.
Soil Stack: A vent pipe that penetrates the roof.
Span: The horizontal distance fi·om eaves to caves.
Square: A unit ofroofmcasure covering 1()() ft.".
Square-Tab Shingles: Shingles on which tabs are all the same size and

exposure.
Starter Strip: Asphalt roofing applied at the eaves that provides protec-

tion by lllling in the spaces under tile cutouts and joints of the first
course of shingles.
Steep Slope Application: Method of installing asphalt shingles on roof

slopes greater than 21" per foot.
Step Flashing: Flashing application method used where a vertical

surface meets a sloping roof plane.
Strip Shingles: Asphalt shingles tlLlt arc approxilllately three times as

long

,lS

they are wide.

Tab: The exposed portlOn of strip shingles defined by cutouts. (Sec

Figure A.)
Talc: See Back SurElcing.
Telegraphing: .A shingle distortion that may arise when

;t

new roof is

applied over an uneven sllrf:lce.
Three-Dimensional Shingles: See laminated shingles.
Top Lap: That portion of the rooting covered by the succeeding course

after lllstallatioll. (See Figure A.)
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Ul: Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
Ullabel: Label displayed on packaging to indiCite the level oUire and/
or wind resistance of asphalt roofing.

Underlayment: Asphalt satur~lted felt used beneath roofing to provide
additional protection for the deck.

Valley: The internal angle formed by the intersection of two sloping roof
planes. (See Figure 13.)
Vapor Retarder: Any material used to prevent the passage of water vapor.
Vent: Any outlet for ~lir that protrudes through the roof deck such as a
pipe or stack. Any device installed on the roof, gable or soffit f()r the
purpose of ventilating the underside of the roof deck.
Vent Sleeve: See Collar.
Woven Valley: Method of valley construction in which shingles 11'0111
both sides of the v~llley extend across the valley and arc woven together
by overl:tpping alternate courses as they are applied. The valley flashing
is not exposed.
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Algae Discoloration 94
Americm Method 78
Area/Rake Conversion. Sec

H('rizontal-/o-Aauol Area
Asphalt 7-8
l3ase Mdterial
fiberglass 8
organic 8
purpose of ]
Cements
asphalt plastic cement 39
lap cement 39
Chalk Lines 42-43
Cold Curl 26
Color SI1ading 27-28
Concealed Nail Method

80-81, 84
Coverage 25
Cricket 57-58
Decking
materials 18
preparation
general 19
when reroofing (,7-h9
radiant barrier 18-19
Double Coverage Roll Roofing
application
hips and ridges 90
parallel to eaves 88-89
parallel to rake 89
usage and handling 87
weights and measures 3
Drainage 16
Drip Edge 20
Dutcli Lap Method 78
Estimating Area
complex roofs
additional material 34-35
conversion to actual area

33-34
duplications 33
pitch and slope 30-31
projected horizontal area
31-32
rule reading 31
simple roofs 29-30
Exposed Nail Method 82-83
Exposure 25
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Factory-Applied Adhesive 26
Fiberglass Mat 1, 8-9
Fire Resistance
classes 12
requirements 12-13
Flashing
apron flashing 57
chimneys 57-60
corner flashing 58
counter flashing 59
eaves flashing
low slopes 63-64
new construction 43-44
when reroofing 71
soil stacks 56
step flashing 54
valleys, application in
closed cut valleys 45
open valleys 44-45
woven valleys 45
vent pipe 56
vertical front wall 55-56
vertical sidewall 54-55
Fungus Growth. Sec A(~ac

Diswloratioll
Gable Roof 17
Gambrel Roof 17
Granules, Mineral 1
Hip Roof 17
Hip/Valley COllversion. Scc

Horizontal-to-Artllal Lcngths
Horizontal-to-Actual Area

33-34
Horizontal-to-Actual Lengths

34-35
Ice Dams 43
Inorganic Base Material. Sec

Base

lvIaterial:.fi/Je~~/ass

Inspection 91-92
Iron Staining 94
Laboratories, Testing 14
Maintenance 93-94
Mansard Roof 17
Nails. See i<oofing Nails
Organic Felt 1, 8
Pitch. See Slope
Power Nailers 38-39
Primer 40
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